


\lt/e'll pay tofinclout I
lf your @mpafly buys or
sells satellite receiving
equipment and it's rct
Apollo*, we'd like to know
the rearcn why.

National Microtech supplies more
satellite TV antenna systems than anyone
in the world-we've got to have
some good reasons why! In fact, you're
looking at some of the world's best
satellite TV equipment on this page.

Our new Apollo Z- I and our
Amplica R-10 both use an LNC instea
of the old-fashioned LNA-and both .z
tuners interface to change the polarity
electronically (no rotor) and aim the
antenna remotely.

The Microdesign receiver has a
wireless remote control with memory
for channel, polarity, and antenna aiming
interface.

The new Apollo X- l0 antenna is
made of precision injected fiberglass
panels that are guaranteed to match
perfectly. The performance of the
Apollo X- l0 at 4 and | 2 GHz is the
best of the 3 meter dishes we've seen in
the industry.

Our equipment makes good sense,
and our prices are world class. We'l l
gladly pay for your call to find out the
reasons why you're not using National
Microtech's equipment...and we'l l pro-
mise you some good reasons why you
should. Call today TOLL FREE.

qil*s,rrrc.J
P.O. Drawer E/Grenada,MS 3890 1
ln Mississippi 60 | -226-8432

Toll Free:ld{0i0{y'-'|�4144

Whi le  most  ma jor  spor t ing  events  and mov ies  can be  rece ived

on Ago l lo  sys tems.  Nat iona l  Mic ro tech  cannot  se l l  o r  t rans fer  the

v iewing  r i th ts .



WESTAR 5 may well have a serious impact on
the RCA hold (since 1975) on the cable TV
business; but any advantage gained by Western
Union wil l be temporary, with new Hughes
Galaxy service due in 1983. The first reports of
W5 service should be coming in as you read this
(having replaced W2 at 123 west) and we'll look
at them in the September CSD.

VIDEO Processing, one of the last areas in
receiver design where innovation can still have
an impact on the consumer picture, without
adding big dollars to the cost of the home termin-
al, gets another look this month. Jack Trollman
warns receiver tweekers to be sure what they are
doing before they tear into a carefully worked out
design!

TERRESTRIAL television may be dying. No
joke. NBC, CBS, ABC ratings dropped suddenty
this past winter, and network news shows were
especially hard hit. We figure the networks may
now have good reason to run scared, and so we
are trotting out a historical look at how all of this
started; beginning in this issue. lf you really
understand what transpired before satellites,
you will better grasp the monumental evolution
now taking place.

SPACE is holding their first trade show this
month in Omaha. The emphasis is on training
and if you are new to the industry, you should
give serious consideration to attending. This will
be the first gathering of members and would-be
members under the umbrella of an organized
trade group and like all industry shows, will prove
educational and informative.
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BEWARE/The ldes Of June
June was a very strange month for the give and take battles

involving scrambling of private satellite service transmissions. The
trend was for more and more obvious efforts to thwart unauthorized
viewing of 'sensit ive' or 'cash-cri t ical '  transmissions, but the ex-
ception(s) were notable.

First comes CBS with a new program to scramble various news
feed transmissions (W4, TR10, early morning ET). These were the
same feeds you see virtually anytime of day (or night) spread as they
are over every bird from Intelsat to Anik and Ghorizont, and all be-
tween. Why would CBS bother to scramble, since news feeds are by
their nature done on short notice and to insure that such feeds get to
every possible user location in the best shape, while they are still
news, there is seldom if  ever t ime to arrange for the distr ibution of
descrambling equipment. The only logical answer is that CBS was
'test ing'.  For that analysis is the unusual select ion of TR10 on W4; not
your normal news feed transponder. Still, the effort was made and one
must assume there was a purpose in mind.

Then comes the ABC answer to unauthorized viewing. lt all
started way back in 1978 or so when ABC began using satellites to
feed the venerable Max Robinson nightly out of Chicago to New York.
Just in case you are new to the game, since 1 978 Max has held the fort
in Chicago sipping on his drinks and berating those poor unfortunales
who work under him for their incompetence. He sits there for up to a
couple ol hours per night, wait ing for his cue to ' jump in'with a leadin to
this or that news story. lf you have any doubts about the American
news system, and how it  turns 'warm up announcers' into images of
men with great wisdom, and understanding of the depth of the day's
news stories, a few hours spent watching Max should end your
doubts.

Now way back in '78 ABC was contracting with RCA to use a feed
on F2. This was when the cable industry was still using F2 (for you
newcomers, cable started lile on F2, moved to F1 in 1979' and then to
F3R in late December of 1981). They were slotted on TR16' which at
that time was in use by a Houston based regional movie and sports
channel service called FANFARE. But, Fantare didn't start service

until early evening CT so ABC by RCA assignment got to use the
transponder for the Max Robinson warm up. Max was no less sure oJ
himself then, than now. He was bel l igerent, abusive to subordinates
and quick of temper i f  somebody moved a penci l  or didn't  chi l l  his drink
to the prescribed temperature.

ln that era, cable systems were not as sophisticated as now, and
many didn't  have any equipment to turn on the satel l i te feed to their

subscribers when Fanfare started service; they just ran the output of
their transoonder ' l6 satel l i te receiver into a modulator ' ful l  t ime'. That
plugged Max Robinson and his less than dignif ied antics into
thousands of homes throughout the southwest every afternoon.

Well, it was bound to happen. One day a little old lady in a small
town in the panhandle of Texas happened to twist her dial and she
came uoon Max Robinson about an hour ahead of the time when the
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little old ladywas accustomed to seeing Max. She sat down to watch. lt
took her about ten minutes to figure out that "this Max Robinson" was
not the same dignified, astute, pleasing man she normally watched. lt
took her about ten more minutes to get her Congressman on the
telephone. She was, it turned out, the mother of a Congressman and
she was very upset to hear Max Robinson suggestiig to a young
(white) girl that she was only fit for sleeping with (color other than
white)'pigs', and telling a (fellow black) makeup person where certain'acts' could be procured 'by mentioning my name'.

The Congressman and the FCC sorted it all out in short order, and
in an unusual rush of paperwork the FCC warned everyone involved
that it was the responsibilig of the cable firms taking a service (such as
Fanfare) to insure that the ONLY service their subscribers actually
saw in their homes was the Fanfare service; not any others which
might happen to be (shared) on the same transponder. RCA moved
Max and crew to another transoonder.

Otf by themselves on first one and then another Westar, Max and
theChicago crew have been allowed to do pretty much what they want
in ensuing years. This was, afterall, a private feed from ABC Chicago
to ABC New York and anyone that happened across it was obviously
trespassing anyhow. But somebody 'upstairs' at ABC was plainly
wonied about all of this, and in as much as Max is not known to be an
easy'talent'to rationalize with, we can envision a scenario where ABC
finally decided that if Max was going to act like Max, no matter how
they talked with him, that it was going to be up to ABC to make sure
that nobody had their delicate senses ottended.

So ABC took to cutting out the audio before and after the actual
Robinson feeds; creating employment for somebody who had to sit at
an audio control board in Chicago and punch up background music to
go with the unpurged video of Max sitting around making facial ges-
tures and generally looking mean. Their reasoning, I am sure, was that
only lip readers would continue to be 'otfended' by Max if they cut out
the audio. This was ABC's first step at'scrambling'the unpurged Max
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Robinson.
Finally, in June, ABC decided to take it a step further. Apparently

there were too many of us reading Max's lips. And they began to
experiment with dropping both the audio and the video between the
actual Chicago to New York feeds, replacing the live unedited studio
camera look at Max and crew with a piece of artwork that told those
who might stumble on by they were seeing a transmission from ABC
News in Chicago.

lf ABC stlcks with this tormat, so ends the saga of one of the
more colorful pieces of early satellite history. There are some great'out-take' tapes of Max at his best floating about, and they will un-
doubtedly become collector items on the satellite circuit. lt is a pity we
may be losing, or already have lost, Max and his antics. Brief oft-
camera looks at Jane Pauley or David Brinkley will never come up lo
the caliber of the razor edge tongue of Max Robinson. Gone, perhaps,
but hardly forgotten.

lf the major commercial networks have slowly become more con-
scious of their on-satellite non-broadcast segments, a surprising Don
King (THE great fight promoter) may be coming about the opposite
way. Don King surprised many, myself included, by taking his mid-
June $50,000,000 Cooney/Holmes fight directly to RCA F4 (TR1 1)
and leaving it unscrambled for not only the prelims but the main bout
as well. Perhaps King felt he could afford to be generous.

The take from the fight reportedly was the largest ever. Certainly it
was a bunch of money and King is onto a new promotion scheme
involving 'licensing' cable TV systems to carry future fights and enter-
tainment specials. He plans to have a fight every month (next was July
21st) and to augment that with show biz specials. He also plans to use
the satellite to feed his sports and entertainment specials to cable
systems which are llcensed to carry the feeds. Certainly one way to
capture the attention ol the cable industry is to throw the events up on

(CONTINUED / page 40)
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EVALUATING TVRO
VIDEO

PROCESSING

I read with interest the April issqe of CSD where a modification to a
workhorse video bandpass filter wbsproposed.

For those unfamiliar with the conte-Xtof the article, the filter in
question first appeared in Tay Howard's original receiver design and
has subsequently, as was mentioned, been used in many receivers in
its original form. Since Microelectronics Technology Corp. (2446 Wat
son Ct., Palo Alto, Ca. 94303) produces this filter together with its
companion de-emphasis network known as 2U15T04 and lconsultfor
them on TVRO applications, I was aware that the performance ol the
filter in its original form was optimum. I was curious as to how it could
be improved substantially.

Using an HP 85078 Network Analyzer and a filter made of parts
carefully selected to have the specified values, I swept both the
original and the modified designs and came up with the results de-
scribed below.

The response of the original design is pictured in Figure 1. The X
axis is 0 to 10 MHz. And the Y axis is 5 dB/Div. There is a diamond-
shaped marker at 4.2 MHz (the upper limit of the NTSC video spec-
trum). Since the analyzer does not start operating until it reaches 500
KHz, there is a small gap in the trace nearthe left end of the passband.

In order to make the response across the passband more visible,
the Y axis was changed to 2 dB/Div. This can be seen in Figure 2.

AN ANALYSIS OF THE BARKER MODIFICATION
TO THE VIDEO PASS FILTER

by
Jack Trollman

Consultlng Engineer
Microelectronics Technology Corp.

2446 Watson Court
Palo Alto. Calit' 94303
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Note the passband is llat to within a 0.5 dB out to 4 MHz then starts to
roll off rapidly. At 4.2MHz, we can see the response is only down by
slightly less than 1 dB from midband while attenuation of unwanted
audio subcaniers in the 6.2 and 6.8 MHz range is approximately 12
dB.

Next we installed the 10 ohm resistor and the 2.7 microhenry
inductor as suggested by the article and the result is as shown in
Flgure 3. Here the vertical scale was again 2 dB per Cm. and we lind
that the high-frequency end is indeed emphasized slightly' peaking
broadly at around 3 MHz but less than 1 dB above the response at 500
KHz. More significantly we see that the rejection of audio subcarrier
signals above 5.5 MHz has been reduced to roughly 8 dB contrary to
Figure 1 of the article where the rejection of the revised filter is claimed
to be approximately 6 dB BETTER at these frequencies.

In Figure 4the two responses are shown simultaneously using the
2 dB/Div. vertical scale. Here the marker is again set at 4.2 MHz. lt can
be seen that the original filter rolls off very slowly and is down perhaps
0.2 dB at 3.6 MHz. The modified design however shows only about 0.8
dB higher output at this frequency with nearly coincident response at
4.2MHz.

coNcLusloNs
1. There is some tendency to favor the high-frequency video

components by the modified design but by less than 1 dB. A more
effective means of achieving high{requency peaking is described
below.

2. Reiection of audio subcarrier components by the revised filter
is about 4 dB poorer than the original design. This potentially has a
much more serious impact on video quality than might appear at first
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glance and is reason enough to retain the original filter design. Audio
subcaniers should be attenuated significantly before being allowed to
enter the video (picture) circuitry.

WHY TAKE OUT THE SUBCARRIERS?
YOU CAN'T "SEE'' THEM.

There is good reason to keep the audio subcarriers out of the video
channel even though they appear to be "invisible" to the eye. The
problem comes about if there exist non-linearities in the video ampli-
fier chain between the demodulator (PLUDiscriminator) and the CRT.
It these exist, third order intermodulation products can be generated
that will fall into the video spectrum causing crosshatching, "sound
bars" or a graininess in the picture.

For example the second harmonic of the chrominance carrier
(2x3.58 MHz) can mix with 6.2 or 6.8 MHz audio carriers producing
visible video-band products at 2x3.58-6.2:960 KHz and 2x3.58-
6.8:360 KHz. Other audio carriers will produce similar responses.

Another potential source of intermod products occurs if the audio
carriers are allowed to reach a modulator. In inexpensive modulators
there is no attempt to band-limit the video (low-pass filter) to prevent
lrequencies above 4.2 MHz from modulating the TV channel RF
canier. This means that if the audio subcanier is not effectively filtered
out in the receiver, it could also modulate the TV channel carrier along
with the video. This can beat with the 4.5 MHz sound carrier oscillator
also generating a response within the video passband. For example
6.2-4.5: 1 .7 MHz.

The original low-pass filter design is very effective in reducing
audio subcanier levels in the video to insignificance. In view of the
intermod potential, changing this filter to achieve chroma emphasis is
not the best approach.
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HOW CAN ITELL IF MY
RECEIVER HAS A PROBLEM?

lf your.receiver is producing a "washed-out', color picture or you
suspect it has video high-frequency rolloff, find yourseli a good wide-
band, scope (10 MHz vertical response minimum) and look at the
Multiburst Vertical Interval Test Signal. This is available on several
F3R sources such as WGN, WTBS, USA Network among others and
typically appears on Kine 17 of Field 1 . lt should look similar to Flgure
6. All six frequencies are (or shold be) transmitted at the slme
amplitude as shown. lf your receiver is operating properly you should
see this same waveform at your video output. Actualli it'd a good idea
to look at this signal as transmitted by a number of different sources to
be certain the source is not faulty.

MULTIBURST TEST SIGNAL
( F I E L D  1 ,  L t N E  1 7 )
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High-frequency rolloff will show up in the waveform similar to
Flgure 7.
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For those utilizing the 592 Video Amplifier as described in the
Howard design or similar circuit, a simple high-frequency peaking
circuit can be installed without altering the low-pass filter. This is
shown in Flgure 8.

lnstall the series 5K pot and 82 Pt combination in parallel with the
Video Gain control. Watch the multi-burst display and adjust the pot
for equal amplitude on all six frequencies. lt may be necessary to
increase the capacitor value if higher levels of compensation are
required.

RELATED OBSERVATIONS
External audio processors should be connected directly to the

PLUDiscriminator output ahead of all de emphasis/filter networks. lf
you are operating an audio processor from the video output you may
be noticing noisy or garbled audio depending on the lrequency. Since
the de emphasis/lowpass filter is between this output and the PLU
Discriminator, the audio subcaniers amplitudes have been reduced
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HIGH FREQUENCY
PEAKING CIRCUIT
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significantly. lf the receiver has no output designated specifically lor
external audio processors and you are uncertain as to where the
proper pickoff point is, it would be best to contact the manufacturer. He
wil l  be able to suggest where this connection should be made.

Figure 9 illustrates the composite de emphasis/low-pass filter
response ol the network in the MTC 2U15T04 module as wired for
525/60 operation. The sweep range is from 10 KHz to 10 MHz. and
the vertical scale is 10 dB/Div. The marker is again at 4.2 MHz. (on the
horizontal line at -23.4 dB). Here we see the combined response of de
emphasis plus low-pass filtering. Audio subcarriers above 5 MHz are
attenualed in excess of 20 dB below the visual video spectrum by the
composite de emphasis/low-pass filter action.

THE LNA STORY
Of the three essential parts for a typical TVRO terminal, the LNA

has seen the most dramatic changes in performance and pricing since
the first cable systems in Mississippi and Florida ioined the HBO
'satellite network' back on September 30, 1975; thereby putting the
present revolution into gear.

LNA. What is it, and why is it so important? LNA is short hand for
Low Noise Amplifier. lf you remember the early days of terrestrial
television, you may reall a gadget that stuck first at the dntenna, and
then on the antenna, cal led a'signal booster. 'The antenna mounting
signal booster was (and still is since many are still sold) the pre-space-
age equivalent of today's LNA.

Anytime we have a weak signal coming to an antenna, and the
frequency of lhe signal is in the VHF (very high frequency) region, or
above (above means higher in lrequency), there is a concern that the

COOP'SSATELLITE DICEST

COOP ON TVRO
BASICS

(The LNA)

weak signal get amplified, as soon as possible, before it begans to
travel down the transmission cable to the attached receiver (demod-'
ulator).  Al l  transmissions l ines lose signal. Transmission l ines are
like pipes in water systems; they carry the signal as pipes carry the
water, from the 'source' (the antenna feed) to the receiver. However,
there is one significant ditference between coaxial cable and the water
pipe analogy. Coaxial cable has 'loss'; that is, some portion of the
signal that you pul 'in' never gets to the 'out' (end). This is caused by
the 'resistance' of the cable; a function of cable diameter (size) and
design. Smaller cable always has higher losses than larger cable, if
the two cables being compared are of equivalent design. Cable loss
comes from 'friction,'or resistance. Cables that carry radio trequency
(RF) signals are designed to have as low resistance as possible;
copper, tor example, coats the surface of the signal carrying portion of
the wires. Copper has a lower'resistance'to the flow ol RF than does
steel, or aluminum.

Any length of cable has loss; even one inch. And, more impor-
tant than length, is the frequency of the signal. The higher the frequen-
cy of the signal, the greater the loss or equivalent resistance of the
cable to the flow of RF. The exceedingly high lrequency (SHF lor
super high frequency) microwave signals have very high losses in
cable. One ol the ways to measure loss is to determine the power
available from the antenna (feed, in a TVRO), and then measure how
much of that power (whatever the original amount may have been)
reaches the opposite end. lf, for example, a length of cable has "3 dB
of loss" between the input and the output, and the cable length
happens to be 100 feet, then the cable manufacturerwil l tel lyou that at
that certain frequency "cable loss is 3 dB." lf you don't know a dB
from a tuna sandwich, that may not mean much to you. The dB
(decibel) is a measurement tool. lt is a log 'function'; meaning, it
changes or varies on a non-linear curve. Three dB is the equivalent to
losing one-half of the original signal. The same dB works in antenna
measurement as well. Increasing the signal gain of an antenna by 3
dB means that the antenna will capture twice as much signal.

Some of the more popular (for home TVRO's) cable loses not 3dB
(per 100 feet) but as much as 25 dB (!) per 100 feet. Ouch. That's really
a double ouch since we are a log function. How's that? Well, if you
have 3 dB of cable loss between the input and the output, you'll end up
with one half the satellite signal at the output as you started with at the
input. But i f  you have6 dB of cable loss, nowyou wil l  end upwith 1/4th
the original signal. A cable with 20 dB of loss? Well, it works out this
way:
3 dB loss : 1/2 signal left
6 dB loss:1/4th signal left
9 dB loss:1/8th signal left

1 2 dB loss : 1/1 6th signal left
1 5 dB loss = 1/32nd signal lefl
18 dB loss:1/64th signal left
20 dB loss:1/107th signal left

That is, and should (sound) pretty frightening!
The same type of numbers apply to all transmission lines,and

the only real variable is the frequency of the signal(s) being canied by
the cable. The higher the frequency, the greater the loss. And cable
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Put More Life lntoc VDur Satellite Rec Mer
I

... and End Gostly Filter
Tuning with CTI's Compact
SAW Filters

Now, any satellite receiver's
reception can be greatly improved
with a single operation *designing-
out the bulky LC filter and replacing
with a CrystalTechnology SAW filter.

By designing-in our sol id-state
SAW filters, your next satellite re-
ceiverwill reject unwanted signals by
40dB or more. Group delay variations
of +10 nanoseconds will be typical.
And the built-in fixed interdigital
transducer means no time-consuming,
error-prone tuning will be required.
What's more, CTI's SAW filters will
simplify assembly in both commer-
cial and home TVRO receivers.

Our new maintenance-free SAW
filter line includes 70MHz filters with
bandwidths from 16MHz to 36MHz
and UHF filters at 590MHz, 610MHz
and 880MHz.

All are PC-board compatible
and do not require external shielding.
They're totally self-contained in
small metalTO-8 packages about
the diameter of a oennv.

It all adds up to better reliability,
cost efficiency and optimum signal
reception.

We will be pleased to provide
technical literature and advice on
circuit design to start the operation
that will put more life into your next
satellite receiver.

Write or call the company that
first developed and mass-produced
SAW filters for commercial use:
Crystal Technology, 1035 East
Meadow Circle, Palo Alto, CA 94303,
TWX 910-379-6625, Phone (415)
856-7911. Ask for our SAW Sates
Department.

Crystal Technology
A Member  o f  the  Se imens Group
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suppliers rate their cable losses, on a chart, which usually shows
cable loss up and down along the vertical edge, and frequency left to
right along the horizontal edge. The line slopes; less loss on the left
hand (lower frequency edge); more loss at the higher frequency
edge. Not all cable, in use for TVRO installations, is rated by the
manufacturer at the 4 GHz frequency band. That ought to tell you
something; namely, that if the manufacturer stops his 'chart' at 3,000
MHz (3 GHz), for example, that he does not bel ieve the cable is useful
at 4 GHz.

All of this leads us up to the rationale behind today's version of the
LNA. The LNA needs to ampli fy the (very) weak TVRO signals as
quickly as possible, in the chain of the system. Some very early
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systems installed the LNA in a position where cable had to run from
the feed antenna to the LNA input. That cable, no matter how good,
had loss and that loss, if it occurs beJore the LNA, is 'loss' forever.
There is no way to get signal loss that occurs before the LNA back.
There is a way to get signal loss after the LNA, back into the system.
We'l l  see what this means short ly.

The first LNAs had two specifications of interest. One was their
noise f igure, and the other was their gain. Noise f igure? Well ,  whi le
signal gain sounds like it might be a pretty important feature, there is
an even more important feature; noise figure, or as we have come to
call it in the TVRO world, noise temperature. The two can be inter-
changed, as terminology, for our purposes here.

Noise temperature/figure is a qualitative measurement. The dB
is a'relat ive' term, since i t  says that the gain or loss, in decibels, wi l l  not
be a hard signal voltage gain or loss; rather i t  wi l l  be a percentage or
function of what we began with. Remember, 3 dB of loss is the
equivalent to losing one half of the signal; and 3 dB of additional gain is
the equivalent to adding or doubling the signal to twice its original
varue.

Noise temperature has always been a rigid specilication. lt tells
us, when we know the number, how much noise the ampli l ier circuit
contributes to the signal we are trying to amplity. Noise? Well, there is
noise all around us. The earth below you is a source of noise. At our 4
GHz band, i t  you turned an LNA plus feedhorn direct ly down towards
the bare ground, you would 'see'a noise source equal to approximate-
ly 300 degrees Kelvin. The trees have noise. And noise, in case you
missed the point, is 'anti-matter '  for TVRO instal lat ions. Noise, in one
form or another, causes sparkl ies. And poor audio.

Now back in the 1975 era, the only market for LNAs were the
Intelsat people and a handful of commercial terminals associated with
ANIK, Westar and Satcom. There were no private terminals, and by
volume if  the whole satel l i te universe jumped ahead by ten new
terminal instal lat ions in a single month, that was considered big t ime
stuff.  And since most instal lat ions, even the commercial ones, only
require a couple of LNAs, there was not much of a market for LNAs.
The few that were bui l t  were l i teral ly hand bui l t ,  and the technology tor
LNAs was straight out of Intelsat.

Al l  Intelsat instal lat ions use LNAs. But they are not the type of
LNAs we are acquainted with. They are something called "parametric

amplifiers," a very complex piece of electronics built with jewelry like
precision. And, costing in 1975, upwards of $50,000 per piece. A
parametric amplifier is a low noise amplilier (noise temperatures as
low as 15 degrees Kelvin are possible) of a very special breed. lt uses
electronic black magic to generate a microwave signal four or more
times higher in frequency than the intended receive signal, and then it



designed(di zindJ,adj.made or done by desigpr; intended; planned.
Very simply stated, the (actuator) was (designed)...from the ground

for (Satellite Earth Station) antennas.
be a linear drive system

It was not (designed) to be a garden tractor blade lifter, or a door opener, or a steering gear.
We believe this is most important...because it gives you, the consumer(value engineering)-that's

important because your investment in an earth station is sizeable.-Your component's should be (reliable)
and (effective).

The equipment should suit your application best-not someone else's.
(Would you use your LNA rotor to turn chicken on your barbeque?)

SPECIFICATIONS

o Available in 117V AC or 24V DC Units

o 3/4 inch ACME Drive

o Weatherproof NEC NEMA 12 Housing

o Mounts to existing Hour Arm

o Mounts to optional Base Plate

a LESS than 60 second Arc Traverse

o Complete Thrust and Compression Bearings

. Static Bearing Load 2690 lbs, Dynamic 1770 lbs.

o All moving shafts have Teflon Wear Bearings

O ALL UNTTS ECUIPPED WTH NEW AT{TIJAI/ CLUTCFI SYSIEM

o Standard Throws 24 inch and 42 inch

o Any length throw on Special order

o Linear Thrust 24 inch unit 3500 lbs.
42 inch unit 1070 lbs.

o Solid state or relay controls

o All units shipped complete with power supply
and controls

o Send for complete specification package

O RING SEAL
WEAR BUSHING IN STEEL
WEAR BUSHING
IN ACME GUIDE NUT

3/4"-6 ACME THREAD
DRY FILM LUBRICATED

WEAR BUSHING

ANTIJAM DRIVE NUT
ANTIJAM RING

NEEDLE BEARINGS

CONTROL BOARD

SAFETY PIN

LOVEJOY ASSEMBLY

1/15 or  1 /10  HP-
A.C.  o r  D.C.
14 GA.  NEMA 12 HOUSING

112'K.O. WATERTIGHT
CORD ENTRANCE

For more information
call or write

TEL Vl Communications
1307 West Lark Industrial Blvd.

St. Louis, Missouri 63026
314 343-9977
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Dealer Inquiries I

People Are Asking . . .
LNC us. LN A lDownconuerter?

1. The separate downconverter allows use
of any noile temperature and brand LNA,
resulting in easy system upgrade and repairs.

2. With an LNA/Downconverter, additional
receivers can be added for system expansion'

3. The tunable oscillator in an LNC is
exposed to extreme temperature changes at
the focal point of the dish. Result-a
tendency to extreme drift.

4. When the "L" in your LNC fails, you're
up the creek!
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'marries' the internally generated super-super high frequency signal
with the received signal through a system employing an electronic
'pump.'There are two types of parametric amplifiers; those that oper
ate in the normal air temperature ('ambient'), and, those that operate
in a cooled environment. The cooled ones work best.

The first cable installations went ahead with their 10 and 1 1 meter
dish antennas from firms such as Scientific Atlanta or Andrews (the
dishes in that period priced out near $55,000), and their Intelsat grade
(Microdyne or SA or Tenacom) receivers; and an LNA. A tew went
ahead and purchased uncooled parametric amplifiers, and for their
$20,000 or so (the cooled ones were more expensive) they got noise
figures in the 100 or so degree range. At the same time the first cable
installations were going in, and spending $100,000 up per installation,
there was a new technology evolving. lt was based upon something
called Gallium Arsenide; a synthetic material cr-eated by chemists ih

laboratories. lt was known that Gallium Arsenide did, in 1975-6 or so,
have the capability of being used in a special type of transistor called a
'field effect transistor,'and when you used it in a field effect transistor
you then had a device known as a Gallium Arsenide Field Effect
Transistor. Nobody liked the long name, so shortly it was called
GaAs-FET with the funny mixture of large and small letters signitying
the chemical properties of the material in the transistor.

The advantage to GaAs-FETs was that they had the promise of
being very low noise amplifying devices. Wlthout belng externally
cooled. The drsadvantage of the new device was the fewer than a half
dozen people in two firms worldwide knew how to make the Gallium
Arsenide material which went into the transistors. A further disadvan-
tage, as late as 1 978, was that even those who knew how to make the
material frequently had trouble duplicating from one'batch'to the next

1 979 GaAs FET LNA
PRODUCTION /  PART ONE

MIX CHEMICAL BATCH

..BAKE'' IN OVEN TO
..CRISP WAFER''

. .DICE' '  INTO INDIVIDUAL CHIPS

PRELIMINARY GRADING
(VISUAL)

\  \ -
\ R\T

\ r v \
' \ \

BONDING OF LEAD WIRES,
APACSULATION OF CHIP

'batch' the precise mixture that produced high quality Gallium Arse-
nide.

The flrst GaAs-FETs were a Japanese product. And as recently
as 1978, in a very good month, no more than 300 of the GaAs-FETs
left Japan and anived in the United States. Those that did anive here
were expensive; upwards of $300 each! And it took at least two of
them, in an LNA, to make an LNA work.

1 978 GaAs FET LNA
PRODUCTION / PART TWO

- L r -
o  l r L

MARRIAGE OF GaAs FET
TO LNA FIRST-STAGES

CIRCUIT BOARD.

CHECK OF
CIRCUIT BOARD

NOISE FIGURE ADJUSTMENT
AND LNA OUALIFICATION
FOR GAIN, NOISE SPEC

120"

FINAL MODEL SPEC,
BASED ON NOISE

TEMPERATURE

SECONDARY GRADING



These companies have taken the lead in our  t rade associat ion and in the ear th s tat ion industry .  By jo in ing
SPACE as PIONEER or  DEALER members,  these companies have ensured that  they wi l l  be on top of  the
developments which af fect  the ear th s tat ion industry .  PIONEER and DEALER members of  SPACE receive
specia l ized newslet ters,  such as the weeklv Ins ide SPACE for  PIONEERS and SATVISION tor  DEALERS.
These newslet ters are designed to make sure that  the PIONEER and DEALER members have up- to-date
and indepth in tormat ion on industry  developments - -  in format ion which is  essent ia l  rn an industry  l ike ours
which is  developing so rapid ly .

SPACE is  honored to be supported by such d is t inguished members and looks forward to thei r  cont inued ef for t
to  br ing the benef i ts  of  ear th s tat ion technology to a l l  Amer icans.

PIOI {EER TETBERS
(Manufacturers)

AMpLrcA. rNc. DrscoM sATELLrra ardftta, ,"a. TNTERSAT coRpoRA.oN 'ATELTN.

ARUNTA ENGINEERING CO. OEXCEL, INCORPORATED KLM ELECTFONICS SATELLITE SERVICES BUREAU

AUTOMATION TECHNIOUES. INC. EARTH STATIONS, INC, MICROWAVE ASSOCIATES SATELLITE SUPPLIES, INC,

AVCOM OF VIRGINIA. INC- EARTH TERMINALS. INC. NATIONAL MICROTECH SATELLITE SYSTEMS UNLIMITED

BIEDVIEW SATELLITE COMM,, INC, HARRELLS SOUTHSIOE WELDING NEWTON ELECTRONICS, INC. SATELLITE TECHNOLOGY SVCS,, INC.

BOMAN INOUSTRIES HASTINGS ANTENNA COMPANY, INC, PARADIGM MANUFACTURING, INC. SATELLITE TELEVISION TECHNOLOGY

oHANNEL MASTER (Div. of Avnet, Inc.) HERo coMMUNlcATloNs R. L. DRAKE co. |NTERNAT|oNAL, tNc.

CHAPARRAL COMMUNICATIONS, INC. INTERNATIONAL CRYSTAL MFG.. INC, SAT.TEC SYSTEMS STARVISION SYSTEMS

DEALER TETBERS
(Dealers in earth station equipment)

ACTION EARTH.SAIELLITE CORPORATION DETTZ ELECTRONICS SERVICE KING'S ANTENNA SERVICE SATELLITE RECEPTION SYSTEMS
AGAICULTURAL ENTERPR./dba FTiendly Fie DEL CITY MUSTC ROBEFT KROHLEIN SATELLITE SUPPLY, INC.
AJAK INDUSTRIES, INC, DICOMM LAKESIDE TELEVISION SATELLITE TECHNOLOGY, INC
ALBIN RADIO & TV SERVICE, INC. E.M.V. COMPANY LEWIS TV SERVICE SATELLITE TELEVISION SYSTEMS
AMERICAN TELEVISION SYSTEMS, INC. E.T,L. CORP. LINDLY TV & APPLIANCE SATELLITE VIDEO SUPPLY
ANTENNA SERVICE CO, EAGLE SYSTEMS BY GMR LOGSDEN MAGNOVOX SHAFER TV
ANTENNAS UNLIMITEO, LTD, EARTH STATIONS OF COLUMBIA, INC. LORENSON PLUMBING & APPLIANCE SOLID STATE COMMUNICATIONS, INC,
AFNOLD POOL COMPANY EASTERN MICROTECH, INC. MASTER ANTENNAS, INC. SOONER TV
AUOIO VIDEO ELECTRONTC ANALYSIS & REPAIR MCCANN ELECTRONICS SPERRY TV
AUDIO VIDEO SYSTEMS ELECTRONIC MEDIA SERVICES, INC. MEL'S T.V. STAN'S ELECTRONICS
AURORA COMMUNICATIONS ELECTRONICS-BY-HECK METSAT (Metro Satellite Systems) STAR-COM SATELLITE SYSTEMS
BEN'S W & APPLIANCE SERVICE CENTER ENERGY SYSTEMS, LTD. MICHAEL's FOTOSHOP STARTECH. lNC.
BERTZ (T.V.} SALES & RENTALS STEVE ESSLINGER MICRO.LINK TECHNOLOGY STEGER T.V. RADIO CORP.
BIRDSELLS T,V. G/C ELECTRONICS MICRO STAR STELLARVIEW SATELLITE SYSTEMS, INC.
BOONE TV & ELECTRONICS FMNLIN EI,ECTRONICS MIDWEST COMMUNICATIONS STEREO CITY WAREHOUSE
BRANCIO ENTERPRISES GEMINI MARKETING ASSOCIATES, INC, MIDWESTCOMMUNICATIONS SWITLIK'S EAGLE ELECTRONICS
BUCKHANAN SUPPLY, lNC. GENE'S TV MOORE TV, lNC. TABLER FURNITURE, lNC.
C.A.L.E. COMMUNICATIONS, INC. GERMAN CORNER TV SALES & SERVICE MORTEC INOUSTRIES, INC, TELE.SAT. INC.
CAPITOL ELECTRONICS GHERE'S OF MANHATTAN NATIONAL SATELLITE TELSTAR ENTERPRISES
CARBON COUNWT.V. & RADIO SHACK GLENTRONICS, lNC. COMMUNTCATTONS CORPORATTON TRANSLATOR TV. tNC.
CASABLANCAVIDEO GREATEGG EARTH STATIONS NEISTADT, INC. TRI.LAKES ELECTRONICS, INC
CHANNEL ONE GREELEY GAS & ELECTRIC, INC. NORMAN ANTENNA. INC. TULSAT CORPORATION
cHAMNESS w & AppLtANcEs H & H ELEcTRtcAL sysTEMs, rNc. NUNNERY ELEcrRoNtcs UN|VERSAL HoME SATELL|TE
CHUCK'S TV & MICROWAVE CENTER HAYES TV, INC. ODOM ANTENNAS, INC. VERN'S TV & RADIO
CNI SA1ELLITE SYSTEMS, INC. HOME VIEW MICROWAVE F.K. PENDARVIS THE VIDEO CENTER
COLORADO SATELLITE SYSTEMS HOUSE OF TELEVISION PFEIFFER FEEO & SEED, INC. VIDEO KINGDOM
COMSTOCK T.V, HOUSE'S GOOO HOUSKEEPING SHOPPE PIONEER SATELLITE SYSTEMS, INC. lHE VIDEO SET
CONSUMER SATELLITE SYSTEMS, INC. HUBERTS II, INC. POTOMAC SATELLITE sYsTEMs VIoEo TECHNoLoGY, INc.
CROSS CURTIS MATHES SHOW ROOM, INC. INDESAT, INC, RAYNEL'S, INC. VIDTECH COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
CUSTOM soUNDs INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA ASSOCIATES sAT-coM MARKETING. INc. wALToN SATELLITE TV
D & D ELECTFONICS JERRY HALIS SATELLITE CONCEPTS. INC. WEST WINOS CONSTRUCTION
O & L SPECIALTIES JERSEY JIM TOWERS TV SATELLITE HOME ENTERTAINMENT. INC. WORLD SAT . DIVISION OF LAWHORN, INC,

For information on SPACE, please write or call:
SPACE, 1920 N Street, N.W., Suite 510, Washington, D.C. 20036 (202) 887-0605
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The f irst non-parametric low noise ampli f iers, bui l t  using GaAs-
FETs, were in the 280 degree Kelvin noise temperature region, when
they reached the US cable TV marketplace. They cost typically $5000
or so each. ln 1977 , fewer than 200 per month of the basic GaAs-FETs
were being produced, and shipped into the USA, and with a pair of
devices in each LNA, that said that there were no more than '100

complete LNAs possible in any single month. So in addit ion to
being expensive, they were in very short supply. The price aside, there
could not have been a home TVRO industry in 1977 or 1 978 because
the LNA devices to support the industry simply did not exist.

When you bought an LNA in 1978, you stood in l ine with a number,
waiting for your turn to take delivery. Then you rushed to open the
carton to see how the particular LNA you received 'measured up.' lf it
was rated as a 220 degree device, you were a very proud cable
oDerator.

By the end of 1978, several things happened to LNAs. First of al l ,
the bott leneck in GaAs-FETs was broken when several f i rms ( includ-
ing a few in the USA) f igured out how to make the chemistry work.
GaAs-FETs are made in ultra clean rooms and they start otf as
super-careful ly prepared Gall ium and Arsenide mixtures spread ( l i ter-
al ly, but st i l l  careful ly) on a cookie-l ike sheet. The raw material is
placed into an 'oven' l ike device where the mixture is 'baked.'  l t  is the
combination of just the proper balance of raw materials, just the right
'thickness' of the material on the 'cookie sheet' and just the right
amount of 'baking t ime'that produces the large'wafers. 'After baking,
the wafers are removed trom the oven and eventually they are cut or
'diced' up into t iny (microscopic) equal sections. These small  pieces
are so tiny that workers handling them work with special tweezers and
spend the day peering at the diced sections through large magnifying
lens.

In 1978 and 1979, the waJerized t iny pieces were then run through
a very elementary type of electronic ('go' and 'no-go') test, and passed
on to another crew that spent the day peering through microscopes to
assemble the tiny wafer pieces into transistors. This involved encas-
ing (or encapsulat ing) the t iny piece of GaAs into a miniature housing,
'bonding'to the appropriate spots on the'chip'the necessary metal l ic
lead wires, and then once again performing a 'go' and 'no-go' test.

And then the real fun began. At this point, all of the really
deJective chips had been found and those that remained were now
married to a container with leads sticking out. About ten percent of the
original waferized chips survived to this point in production; the pro-
cess was so critical that the rate of failure was exceedingly high.

And to put al l  of this into perspective for t ime, one did not walk into
work in the morning, whip out a mixing bowl and start st irr ing up a
'batter '  ol  Gall ium and Arsenide. Preparing the original mixture, lor
'baking,' was a ten day to two week process. The 'batches' were
measured in grams, not ounces or pounds.

On many occasions the whole mixture was bad; something that
was not discovered until after the mixture had gone all the way past
baking and was now diced. That meant, since the dollars invested up
to that point was high, that not only were the dol lars lost, but the t ime
required to get to that point (perhaps two weeks) was lost. lt had to
happen; one month, in 1977, both of the plants in the world ( 'Chemis-
try Labs'would be a more apt name than 'plant') that knew the 'recipe'

for GaAs FETs had bad months. And NO GaAs-FETs arrived in the
USA the following month. That meant that nobody got any new LNAs
yet the following (third) month, and in that month no new cable TVRO
installations went in.

With the GaAs-FETs now looking like tiny-tiny transistors (i.e. in a
case and with leads sticking out), the real test was ahead. Keep in
mind fewer than 10% made it this far.

Electronic engineers, capable of taking the new GaAs-FET tran-
sistor devices and creating low noise amplifiers, were few and far
between. Probably fewer than a dozen, worldwide. Each was facing
the same problem, however. They had attempted to build GaAs-FET
'test jigs'; special testing chambers designed so the miniature lead
wires of the GaAs-FET could be connected to a test system, and the
individual GaAs-FET transistors'checked' for performance. You see,
no two worked alike!

There were two solid reasons for wanting to 'pre{est'the GaAs-
FETs before they got into the LNA produclion section:

1) lf you had to wait until after the GaAs-FET was installed into a
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completed LNA to 'test' the GaAs-FET (and the whole LNA)'
you ran the r isk that the individual GaAs-FET(s) selected by
random choice for that particular LNA were going to be sub-
standard. Yet you were not finding this out until 99% of the labor
and 100% of the materials going into the product were ex-
oended. lt was not a desirable situation at all!

2) l f  you could 'match' GaAs-FETs of similar characterist ics,
together, into the 'pair' required for each LNA, you could im-
prove the chances for a good performing LNA. Without 'match-

ing' you were taking part in a giant, big buck GaAs-FET crap
shoot.

With each LNA supplier (SCl, Avantek, Amplica were early in the
game in the USA) having only a handful of GaAs-FETs to work with
per month, they could not afford to 'lose' any. But for all ot 1977,1978
and on into 1979, this is precisely what happened. The LNAs were
assembled and tested. One would have a 120 degree noise tempera-
ture, and the next one would be 220 degrees. Both had exactly the
same number of dol lars and cents and hours in them to that point. Yet
the 120 was obviously worth more in the marketplace than the 220. So
the f inal grading, or noise f igure test ing, became the point where
model numbers (ditfferent numbers for different noise temperatures)
were assrgned.

By late in 1978, another thing was happening. Every now and
again, out ol perhaps a couple of hundred LNAs being produced' here
would come a unit that was extra-ordinary. That meant a noise figure
or temperature in the 75 to 90 degree region. Most of those ended up
at RCA or Western Union sites, at $7500 or so apiece' SCI once spent
four months wait ing for four such units to 'come up' out of their normal
production run, to fill an order for an RCA system.

lf you got a 'hot one' every now and again, there was obviously
some special chemistry involved. Now, if you could only figure out
what that chemistry was, and turn that formula into the formula for
every GaAs-FET and LNA being produced; you would have the world
by the tail.

During 1979, this is exactly what happened. The real ly good ones
were held back from shipment, and with the ever improving technolo-
gy and analysis equipment, they were disassembled back to the raw
wafer diced chip to see what parameters had gone into that unit to
make it work so well. From that 1979 research came the ground work
that lead to today's LNAs where 120 degrees is the worst case unit(s)
and the really good ones are . . . still around 75 to B0 degrees.

The technology linally caught up with the chemistry when the
knowledge gained by taking apart the hot ones of 1 978 and 1 979 was
applied to the day to day production of all units. But the laws of physics
remained pretty much the same, and when it became practical and
possible to turn out 1 20 and even 1 00 degree units with the same ease
that 280 degree units were being turned oul in 1976 and 1977' i t  also
became apparent that GaAs-FET technology had just about reached
the end of the line.

No single advance in LNA technology changed the world we now
know; but one single market torce did. And that was mass production.
As long as the marketplace was for 100 or 200 LNAs per month, there
was no real incentive to soend the millions of dollars it took to bring the
noise f igure'down'and the'yield'  up. The big research and develop'
ment dollars that went into figuring out the 'optimization techniques' to
improve GaAs-FET technology was spent in 1978 and 1979. But the
new technology was not really applied until 1980 or so' when it
became apparent that the'LNA universe'was going to be thousands
of units per month, quickly.

Throughout all of this, the prices slowly came down. By 1979' 1 20
degree units were almost standard although many 150s were still
being sold. The price hovered around $1800 for an LNA with a 120
degree noise figure when the first SPTS came along, although some
$995 units with lower gain (30 dB) were shown at SPTS. One year
later the prices for 1 20 degree/So dB gain units had dropped to around
$800 at the TVRO dealer level. Today they are under $400.

We said early on that there were two considerations for the
LNA; the noise temperature or noise figure, and, the gain' The noise
temperature was the essential ingredient since it directly translated
into smaller antennas, or better pictures with a fixed antenna size. lt
works this way.

For all practical purposes, at a given location on earth the TVRO
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I 'sees' a stable, non-changing signal strength level trom the satellite.

To be sure, there are minor changes in signal level when there is a
heavy thunderstorm directly in the path, or if the satellite deviates out
of position slightly, but these changes are usually very short lived. The
only other change worth making note of is the linear reduction in
satellite signal power as the satellite ages. A new satellite, working as
intended, may lose from 2 to 3 dB of on-earth signal strength befoie it
is taken out of service (in North America; Russian Ghorizont birds mav
drop 6 dB or more betore being replaced).

l f  the signal is, for short periods of t ime such as a vear or tess.
stable, then it is up to the TVRO system designer to figure out what he
can do with the signal that is present. A properly designed big antenna
wil l  capture more signal than a properly designed sm-al lantenna. That
is a variable in the designer's hands. l t  also turns out that a properly
designed big antenna will capture less of the noise always present
from the earth and trees surrounding the antenna, than a properly
designed smaller antenna.

And, i t  also turns out that because the satel l i te signal is so weak,
that it can be covered up (or eliminated) by noise trom the earth plus
noise contr ibuted by the LNA. There are, therefore, numerous com-
binations possible between antenna size and gain and LNA noise
temperature which wil l  result in noise lree television pictures on lhe
screen. You can use a big antenna, which captures more siqnal, and
an LNA that is not so good; it works because you have moie signal
available (from the antenna) to 'drown out' the more noise coriino
from the LNA.

Or, you can use a smaller antenna and a better ( i .e. , lower
noise') LNA. But, there are limits to this trade off sequence. part of the
l imitat ion comes from lhe anlenna i tself  ;  there is a practicalsize, below
which, the antenna feed system begins to contribute appreciable
amounts of earth noise. Noise, whether i t  comes from the LNA, or the
earth, or both, is the same noise. With the present antenna technolo-
gy, the small-end antenna size l imit,  below which earth-noise from lhe
antenna feed system begins to become a problem, is someorace
around B to g feet antenna aperture (distance across). yes, smaller
antennas do produce signal, but they also have a bui l t- in noise factor
which cannot be overcome with a better LNA. Remember, noise is the
same whether it comes from the LNA or antenna, and even a oerfect
LNA (i .e. one with no noise) cannot make up for an antenna that is
contr ibuting noise.

TRADE OFF OPTIONS

(\_"_

\ . /

\-'-
BIG (RELATIVE)  DISH,

AVERAGE TO BELOW PAR LNA

f\*-.
l - /
\/

SMALLER (RELATIVE) DISH.
ABOVE AVERAGE LNA

85.degree unit, but lhe system noise temperature at that point will be
oetermtned by the higher earth noise; not the LNA norse.

. l t . is almost impossible to have such q poorly designed anlenna
plus.feed that your 'system noise temperature; (defined as the net
result of LNA temperature pLUS antenna received noise/tempera-
ture) is the same as the earth noise. However, poorly designed
antenna feeds can see 'around' the dish surface, to ihe earth behinO
and below the dish, and produce noise from the earth which is strong
enough to make the LNA's own noise temperature less a factor in
overall 'system noise remperature.' we wiil iook at this portion of the
system in a subsequent part of this series.

The important element to understand here is that at some point in
the design of the system, a better ( i .e. lower noise) LNA witt  nof
rmprove the performance of the system itself. Whyi Because the
noise temperature of the antenna iplus feed) becomes the primary
noise contribution element, and this system is only as good as the'weal(est element in the chain., lf the antenna contributed noise is
greater than the noise from the LNA, then improved LNA noise
temperature wil l  buy you nothing addit ional.

And lhis says that a small dish, while still perhaps producing
suitable levels of signar, is arso producing unsuitabre revers of noisel
And in the tinal analysis, what determinesihe quality of the pictures we
receive is a "ratio"; the difference in signal strengtn at tire receiver
between the desired product (the satellite signals)-and the undesired
product (noise).

This'ratio' is represented in TVRO technical terms by a measure-
menl factor termed "Carrier-To-Noise 

Ratio.', lt is abbreviated CNR
for short. And CNR is simply the afore-mentioned difference Detween
the good guylthe canier) and the bad guy (the noise; any noise, from
any source). The typical system CNR isestabl ished, once and for al l  in
the system, by the LNA. More specifically, it is established by the ultra
low noise GaAs-FET stages of the LNA.
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.. R.ecall that if you point an LNA with feed antenna attached down,
directly at the earth, the feed antenna will see ,noise.' That noise will
be close to 300 degrees Kelvin. The LNA may well be a .,|20 or even an

LNA gain is a measurement of how many times the original (input)
signal power is amplified or increased. lt uses the same measunng
stick, the dB (decibel) as the antenna gain. Gain is important for two
reasons:

1 You need some gain, in the LNA at 4 GHz, to establish a svstem
noise temperalure. you must have amplif ier ,stages' or sections
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made up of transistors to get that gain.

2) You need to compensate Jor the loss ol signal which will occur
as the amplified signal is carried through cable from the feed-
horn/LNA to the receiver Proper'

The very first home receivers offered for sale had varying amounts
of LNA-required-gain. Early Paul Shuch designed ICM receivers, for

example, often OiO just f ine with LNAs in the 30 dB gain region This

caused Dexcel, with their first home-TVRO products (Dexcel was the
first LNA manufacturer to'recognize'the home market),  to bring out a
lower priced LNA with 30 dB of gain. lt was intended as the LNA-mate
to the early ICM receivers.

ICM's Paul Shuch bel ieved in something cal led 'balanced gain'

Paul's early ICM receivers attempted to balance the total LNA plus

receiver gain between the three primary portions ol the electronic
receiver system; the LNA, the 1200 MHz upper or high ' lF'  and the 70

MHz lowei ' lF. '  This wil l  make more sense when we take this series
ahead into receiver history and design. Shuch told receiver users not

to select LNAs with more than 30/35 dB of gain, but he also told them
that they could not tolerate more than 5 to 6 dB of cable loss between
the LNA and the receiver proper. This told the user, if he understood
what he was doing, that he would have to use some ot the then (and

now) expensive one-half inch 'hardl ine' cable since normal f lexible
type'cables had tar too much loss if the run trom LNfufeed to receiver
was more than 25 to 30 Jeet.

Another early home receiver pioneer, Andy Hatfield of AVCOM'
took a different approach. Andy felt that hardline was not only expen-
sive (up to $2 a foot) but the special connectors were also expensive,
and diificult to install properly for a novice. Andy also saw that the
hardline had to be installed very carelully or the user could 'kink' and

damage it. Andy therefore suggested to users that they use a slan-
dard'50 dB gain LNA, but substi tute the far less expensive f lexible
cable and less difficult to work with type N connectors. In Hatfield's
eye, spending more money tor the LNA, but less for the cable, was a
Jair trade.

FEED LNA RECEIVER

5 0 d B  2 0 d B  ^
GAIN CABLE I

LOSS 30 dB
. .EFFECTIVE' '

LNA GAIN,
AFTER CABLE

LOSS

Ultimately, the market would follow Hatfield's lead. The whole
'mystery' of LNA gain is actually no mystery at all.

For a particular installation or system, an LNA can have both too
l i t t le LNA gain, and, too much LNA gain. Not enough gain is more
difficult to cure, on the site, than too much LNA gain.

Every TVRO receiver ever manufactured counts on there being
some minimum amount of LNA gain ' injront-of ' the receiver proper.
Engineers can sit down knowing no more than the anlicipated satellite
signal levels ( i .e. EIRP footprints), and lay out a downlink (ground)
system. They can compute how much signal gain must be created in
the system proper; starting with the antenna, through the LNA' and
finally within the receiver proper. Things that lose signal, such as the
feedline, are 'negatives' and from the total gain of the antenna' LNA
and receiver, such negatives must be subtracted.

Gain, then, musl accomplish two goals; overcome whatever cable
loss as may be present, and, act as the 'firsVremote' stages of the
receiver proper. Knowing how much gain to select in an LNA has
always been'bothersome'to system installers. So they take the easy

path, and simply use a 50 dB gain rated LNA, sure that since that is the
most gain commonly available, that should do the job.

Witn tne early ICM receivers, if you placed a 50 dB gain LNA in
front ot the receiver, you usually ended up with badly distorted pic-
tures. The receiver was designed for less LNA gain' and when you had
50 dB of LNA gain the receiver's latter stages simply could not handle
the additional signal 'voltage.' They were 'overloaded' by the excess-
signal. But there was a 'simple'field f ix if you found yourself with one of
those receivers and too much gain;you simply extended the length of
the feedline, which added loss between the LNA and the receiver, and
that reduced the signal voltage reaching the receiver proper.

The early AVCOM receivers also really only required about 30/35
dB ol LNA gain in front of the receiver, but because of the design
approach taken by Andy Hatfield, the receiver could stand additional
gain without overloading. Up to a point. LNA gain, then, can be
thought ol as 'water pressure' in a water line. You need sufficient
pressure (gain) to get the water (signal) from the input (antenna) to the
output spigot (receiver). You know that some of the pressure (signal
voltage) will be lost along the way, and you plan for that tactor.

FEED BOLTS TO LNA:
NO SIGNAL LOSS TO LNA.

WAVEGUIDE I  LNA

CASSEGRAIN FEED ADDS
SMALL BUT MEASUREABLE

LOSS AHEAD OF LNA.

SUB-REFLECTOR

TRANSITION
BLOCK

FEEDS PLACED AWAY FROM LNA, AND CABLE
CONNECTED TO LNA. ADDED SUBSTANTIAL UNRE.
COVERABLE SIGNAL LOSS TO SYSTEM.

/ l
WAVEGUIDE

FEED

- / l

LOSSY

Modern receivers have two different approaches to LNA gain and
in a way, history is coming back full circle. The top of the line units that
keep ail portions of the receiver inside still pretty much need to see
30i35 dB of etfective gain in front of the receiver proper. That means
the gain remaining, after the loss in the cable between the LNA and
the receiver proper.

Two-oiece receivers, where the first (or only) down conversion
stage is located in a separate container that typically mounts at or
close to the antenna, can get by with less 4 GHz (LNA) gain simply
because there is no, or almost no cable loss. By placing the down
conversion stage(s) at the antenna, the super high frequency 4 GHz
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signals never travel through more than a token length of cable. The
LNA gain requiremenl now boils down to having a smill reserve for the
short cable piece that may (or may not) be required from LNA output to
downconverter (many of the new LNC units are one piece, and the 4
GHz signal goes in through the feed antenna while the lower frequen-
cy .or 70 MHz lF signal comes out of the container), and, having
sufficient gain to establish a'system noise temperature.' Now what i6
that all about?
The typical receiver (actually the first receiver conversion stage, or the
downconverter) has a 'noise temperature/figure' of its own. lt is a
rather high number. lt is such a high number that the TVRO receiver
(downconverter) is real ly l ike a 1920ish'Crystal Set. ' l t  detects the
signal alright, but it has very little real sensitivity. The sensitivity of the
recerver system comes not from the receiver proper, but from the LNA
ahead of the receiver.

. There are engineering rules of thumb which tell you how much
gain or signal amplification you must have in front of (or ahead of) the
receiver, to turn the LNA sensitivity into system sensitivity. There are
no bending of these rules; if your receiver (downconverter) noise
temperature is 'X,' you MUST have so many dB of low noise gain in
front of the 'X noise temperature' receiver, or the total svstem sensitiv-
ity will not be equivalent to the low noise factor of the LN-A and anlenna
combination. The dB of low noise (i.e. GaAs-FET) gain required in
front of the receiver varies proportionately with the noise figure
(lemperature) of the receiver.

Receivers are often noise figure rated. A common number is .12
dB Noise Figure. That means the receiver has built-in noise equal to
12 dB more than a perfect receiver with no noise. Do nol confuse the
receiver noise figure with the receiver threshold; we'll explore that
specification (typically 8 dB) in a later part of this series.

A 12 dB noise f igure receiver wil l  create a 12 dB noise f ioure
system unless the LNA in front of it has a far lower noise fidure
(temperature), and unless there is sufficient LNA gain to override-the
noise figure (temperature) of the receiver alone. By now we are
tossing about noise figure and noise lemperature as if ihe two are the
same. For our purposes, they are so close to being the same that we
can almost use the two terms interchangeably. Noise temperature is
a hard number; so many degrees of noise temperature is a soecif ic
amount of noise. Noise f igure is a relal ive term, but i t  equates direct ly
to noise temperature since it always uses as a reference no noise, or i
0 dB noise f igure.

Noise f igure and noise temperature also have this in common:
bigger numbers are indicative of poorer performance. Here are a few'benchmarks' 

to hang your hat on; the relat ionship beMeen notse
temperature (a detinit ive measurement number) and noise f igure (a
relat ive but st i l l  meaningful measurement number):

noise f igure gain) in tront of the receiver.
General ly speaking, and this is a rule of thumb and not an en-

gineering design equation, if you want the system noise temperature
to be established by the LNA noise temperature, you must have
between 2 and 3 times more voltage gain in the LNA than Vou have
noise f igure ( in dB) in the receiver. That means that i f  the receiver has
? 12 dB noise f igure, the LNA must have sutf icient total voltage gain
(and low noise f igure) to be equal to 2 to 3 t imes that noise f i !u16, in
dBs ol gain. Twice 12 is 24 and three t imes 12 is 36. And this tel ls us
the low noise LNA stages, using GaAs-FETs to establ ish the ultra low
noise factor, must have at least 24 dB of gain and perhaps as mucn as
36 dB of gain.

And this brings us around the ful l  circle of the LNA design. you
need sufficient gain to overcome transmission line losses (very litile or
no gain i f  the LNA is part of the downconverter, in an LNC iormat).
and, you need sutficient gain to override the noise figure/tactor of the
flrst downconversion stage; trom 24 to 36 dB of gain for this function.
An LNC unit el iminates one of these requiremenis, but not the other.

When 50 dB gain LNAs were 'standard' (manv were rated as hioh
as 60 dB of gain, which is f ine for reserve but jeldom is requir jd
unless you are running exceptional ly long runs of high loss transmis-
sion cable), LNA manufacturers typical ly designed the LNA with two
stages of GaAs-FET amplification (the first two stages, to create a
very low noise temperature), and then followed thbse GaAs-FET
stages with 'bulk gain' stages using far less expensive ,bi-polar '  family
transislo,rs. The bi-polar transistors are adequate for amplification,
provided the low noise factor has already been established by GaAs-
FET stages ahead ot the bi-polar stages. When the LNC cam-e along,
or as the two-piece receivers became available, the additional qain
provided by the 'bulk gain' bi-polar stages was no longer essen-tial.
Thus they were removed, totally or all but one of the bi-polar stages, to
reduce the LNA gain to a level which reflected the real needs-of the
antenna mounted downconversion svstem.

And there we are returning to the original concept preached by
receiver innovator H. Paul Shuch in 1 979; reduce the amount of 4 GH2
gain required, and 'balance' the gain between 4 GHz, the high lF
conversion stage (in double conversion receivers) and the low lF
conversion stage (the 70 MHz common to almost all receivers).
LNA SYNOPSIS

The Low Noise Ampli f ier port ion of the home TVRO system has
set the- pace for all oJ the price reduction and technology advances for
the full system. User net costs for all portions of the system have
dropped since 1975's f irst introduction of US domestic satel l i te video
service on a'regular '  ( i .e. HBO) scheduled basis. However, in 1975
you could purchase a 10 foot antenna, a.120 degree LNA and a
reasonably good quality receiver for the following prices:

1) Antenna (polar mount not avai lable) - $4,900
2) LNA (non-cooled parametric ampli f ier) - g15,OOO up
3) Receiver (field tune-able ovet 24 transponders) - $tZ,OOO
Today, in 1 982, the price reductions lor the three units at the TVRO

dealer level are as follows:
1 ) Antenna - $1 ,1 00 (with polar mount)
2) LNA (GaAs-FET modet) - g400
3) Receiver (24 channel user tune-able) - $7OO
And for those who like comparisons, the total package price has

dropped from $31,900 to $2,200 in less than seven Veais: a droo to
6.9"/o of the original pricing. The LNA portion, however, has droooed to
2.7ok of ils 1 975 cost and in many ways it has been the development of
the LNA technology (quality and quantity) which has paced the way lor
al l  that has happened in this f ield.'  Next month the series continues with a look at the slow but
persistent changes in antenna technology, and how these changes
have shaped us into the industry we are today.

Noise Figure/dB
0.693 dB
0 . 8 1 9  d B
0.942 dB
1 . 0 6 1  d B
1 . 1 7 7  d B
1 . 2 9 1  d B
1.401 dB
1.508 dB
1  . 6 1 3  d B
1  . 7 1 6  d B
1  . 8 1 6  d B
2.284 dB
2.707 dB
3.092 dB
3.773 dB
4.362 dB

. A 12 dB noise f igure is, as you might surmise, equivalent to
thousands of degrees Kelvin noise temperature. A ten foot dish with a
500 degree K(elvin) system temperature will just barely tell you that
there is video there, in the center of the US. And that,s with a +.gOZ OA
noise figure..You can imagine how inefiective a 12 dB noise figure
receiver will be, even if there is substantial LNA gain (but not low

Noise Temp/Kelvin
50
60
70
80
90

100
1 1 0
120
130
140
150
200
250
300
400
500

OUR COVER _
A Paraframe (Jim Vines) 7.46 meter ET17.46 reflec-

tor surface is lifted onto the pedestal in Tegucigalpa,
Honduras. Father Valentine operates the terminal there
for the Instituto San Fransicco. Yes, US television com-
es in just fine, thank you.



RECEIVERS
KLM SKY FYE IV
ENTERTAINER HR IO I
SERIES 3 with built in stereo processor
DRAKE
ARUNTA 4l6with built in stereo processor 95O

AVCOM COM 2 with modulator 8OO
A V C O M C O M  1 1 . . . .  I O O O

1500AVCOM COM 65

u)
AMERICAN

MICROUIIAVE
TECHNOTOGY
AMERICAS BEST
TVRO vAtUES

tNAS
Ofiering 4 national brands

1200 $385 I  lo ' s4l o I o0' s465

TOCUS COMMERCIAL INAS
These are the commercial quality LNAS used exclusively by COMSAT General in the Intelsat

Earth Station network throughout the world. Truly a must for the perfectionist and for Deep

South installations, ie. the Cirribean, Mexico, etc. No other LNA can give the reliability and

Derformance of a Locus.

Due to our large purchases we are able to bring them to you at hundreds of dollars below their

normal purchase price.

I  too
$52s

I oo'
s675

95"
$800

85"
$r500

75"
s2roo

70"
$3000

t 500
575
795
735

AVCOM COM 3 or 3R
EARTH TERMINAL 

"WASHBURN" . .
DEXCEL l l00 W120" LNC with buil t  in modulator
GENERAL INSTRUMENTS
STANDARD COMMUN ICATIONS (MASTER)

t850
t500
1450
2325
1925
1725(SLAVE)



ANTENNAS'S
American Microwave Technology is ofering a large selection of antennas to meet the diverse
needs of dealers and distributors around the world.

{All antennas FOB manufacturer:)
A D M i l ' �  . . . . . t t o o o  J A N | E L t o , . . .  . $ t 0 3 5  v t D A R E t 6 '  . . .  S 3 0 0 0
ADM t6' �  4000 JANTEL t3'  . . .  t300 vtDARE 20, 4000
ADMz] ' �  7500 v tDARE 10 ' . . .  975  BETA|2  t too
ADM Extender panels . . 3oo vtDARE t3' t38o sAVAc sAR to, tsoo"Note this antenna can handle 2' spacing"

MODUTATORS
POWER CONSULIANTS (Channets 2-3 or 3-4)
AVCOM MODULATOR {Crysral ControiledJ
TRANSIFIER COMMERCTAL (Channets VHF or UHFI

REMOTE CONTROT
Vector 100 Earth Station Control Center $522

Without a doubt, the finest, most accurate remote control center in the country today This
control center even provides the capability with an optional circuit board for the operator to
change receiver channels on the Vl00 control panel. Call us to get the full stoiy on this
remarkable earth station control center

Mfsc.
ARUNTA DELUXE STEREO PROCESSORS #314 . . .

#316
DC BLOCKS
AVCOM POWER DIVIDERS 2 WAY

4 WAY
B WAY

s 5 5
75

360

FERRITE ISOIAIORS 50 DB isotation
AVCOM FERRITE ISOLATORS 60 DB

s285
385

38
45

140
r80
38

85
t55
125
r50
30

r2s
r35
r 9

CFIAPARRAL SUPER FEED
CF'qPARRAL DUAL FED
CFIAPARRAL POLAROTOR with conrroiler and feed
STARIRON ELfMINATORS CH 3 or 4
BRUNTON INT'I. POCKET TRANSITS
TWEAKERS
I5' RGz13 JUMPER CABLE
5OO' ROLL RG2I3 JUMPER CABLE t50t/2" HELIAX FL\RD CABLE 90c/ft
wb at AMT are proud to offer you these and many_ other ou6tanding ryRo values. we think we make good sense as a supplier - our prices are fair. our
shipping is prompt and most importantly, you will find us helpful in selecting the equipment best suited 6 your specific needs. when your order rs ptaced,
we wll giv€ you a shipping date; if the item is back ordered, you'll know-about it tien - and not wee-ks tater All orders will be ;hipped COD unless
credit has been established.

Our real business is service. LetS get acquainted.
Please call Linda or Stacy

Arnerican Microwave Technology
Box 824

Faifield. towa 52566
Tel (5 | 5) 472-3174IWX 910-520-2754 AMTECH FAFI
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WETTING AMERICA'S
APPETITE FOR

TELEVISION
(Part One)

Freeze

COOP'SSATELLITE DICEST

The budget of the Federal Communi-
cations Commission in 1949 was aP-
proximately 8 million dollars. By mid
ig+g the American public had invested
approximately 500,000 million dollars
in lelevision receivers and another 50
million dollars in antennas and acces-
sories to receive television. Television
broadcast stations had invested up to
100 million dollars in their facilities,
and another 25 million dollars in var-
ious support services (Bell microwave,
etc.). The ushol,e scheme ground to a
screarn'i,ng halt on September 30th in
1948 when the FCC, with all of their 8
million dollars annual budget, called a
halt to the granting of new television
station application processing.

The freeze was going to last "just a
few months". Then it was going to last
"a year. . . no more". Later it would

last "no more than two years". Before
it was all over, it lasted nearly four
years, a period during which no new
lelevision stations were authorized in
the United States, and a pertod during
which tel,euision, fcr 107 established
VHF stations, became uerA' uerA prof-
itabl,e.

There were television stations in 63
market areas when all of the pre-freeze
stations finally got on the air. They
broke down, as shown in Table 1, to
cities which primarily had one outlet
each, although a few had two and a
handful enjoyed three outlets with

New York City and Los Angeles hav-
ing 7 stations each.

The teason for the freeze was simple
and straight forward. When the
United States returned to peacetime
at the close of World War II, the telev-
vision broadcast standards established
in 1939 and 1940 called for 19 VHF-only
TV channels. They were spaced 6 chan-
nels in what is now low band (channel 1
existed at that time, but was subse-
quently removed from TV service),
and 13 in what is now high band PIus
what we generously call in CATV "sz-

per band". However, during the war
iime era, the military found out that
the pre-World War II VHF frequencies
from 30 to 300 MHz were not the use-
l,ess frequenc'ies they assumed them to
be prior to the war. In fact, the VHF

Where lt All Began

THE INFAMOUS TELEYISION
ALLOCATIONS FREE,T'E OF 1 948
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The pioneers of  the consumer Eorth terminol  morket  now of fers o complete l ine of  sUpER TENNA sysTEMS ond Accessor ies
.  12 f t  ,  16 f t  ,  ond 20 f l  SUPER TENNA SYSTEMS
.  L igh twe igh t ,  o l l  o l um inum on tenno
.  Micro-Gr id sur foce for  less wind lood
.  Ful ly  motor ized 'hor izon 

lo hor izon '  polor  mount
'  custom designed systems for  home ond commercio l  oool rcot ions
.  No heovy mochinery requi red for  ins. fo l lo t ion

Why loke o chonce on on unproven product?

Selec l  fhe 'F ie ld proven'  choice of  lhe professionols.
For  more in formof  ion ond ihe deoler  neorest  you,  contoct  the 'professionols '  o t  HERo coMMUNlcATloNS oF FLoRIDA.

DEALER INQUiRES NVITED

COMMLNICATIONS
A div is ion of  Behar Enterpr ises,  lnc.

1783 w.32nd Place .  Hialeah, Fror ida 33012 .  phone: (305) ggz.32o3
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frequencies pressed into wartime ser-
vice turned out to be the best all
around frequencies for the military. So
they came back from the war and im-
mediately set out to capture for their
own use as many of the VHF frequen-
cies as they could. In their frequency
battle, they won the toP 6 VHF TV
channels (14-19); this left television
with 13 VHF channels. Then the two-

way communications People made a
passioned plea to have channel 1 re-
moved to their domain, and theY won
(for which we shoul.d", as TV users, be
eternally grateful because it turned
out that old channel 1 was susceptible
to long range world-wide short-wave-
like propagation a high percentage 9f
the time, which would have rendered it
useless for TV service).

TABLE ONE
CITIES WITH TELEVISION

Birmingham
Phoenix
Los Angeles
San l)iego
San Francisco
New Haven
Wilmington
Washington
Jacksonvil le
Miami
Atlanta
Chicago
Rock Island
Bloomington

Indianapolis
Ames
Davenport
Louisville
New Orleans
Baltimore
Boston
Detroit
Grand Rapids
Kalamazoo
Lansing
Minneapolis
Kansas City
St. Louis
Omaha
Newark (N.Y.C.)
Albuquerque
Binghampton

2 stations
1 station
7 stations
1 station
3 stations
1 station
1 station
4 stations
1 station
1 station
2 stations
4 stations
1 station
1 station

1 station
1 station
1 station
2 stations
1 station
3 stations
2 stations
3 stations
1 station
1 station
1 station
2 stations
1 station
1 station
2 stations
1 station
1 station
1 station

Buffalo
New York
Rochester
Schenectady
Syracuse
Utica
Charlotte
Greensboro
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Columbus
Dayton
Toledo
Oklahoma City
Tulsa
Erie
Johnstown
Lancaster
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Providence
Memphis
Nashvil le
Dallas (Ft. Worth)
Ft. Worth (Dallas)
Houston
San Antonio
Salt Lake City
Norfolk
Richmond
Seatt le
Huntington
Milwaukee

1 station
6 stations
1 station
1 station
2 stations
1 station
1 station
1 station
3 stations
3 stations
3 stations
2 stations
1 station
1 station
1 station
1 station
1 station
1 station
3 stations
1 station
1 station
1 station
1 station
2 stations
1 station
1 station
2 stations
2 stations
1 station
1 station
1 station
1 station
1 station
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This left the television world with 12
VHF channels. But no one, in 1946.
showed much concern because after al l
in 1946 there were only 6 (or Z, depend-
ing upon whom you talk to) television
stat ions on the air in the whole United
States, and they all operated on chan-
nels 2-6. None had yet ventured to the"high band" channels of ?-19, and most
experts fel t  that as expensive as telev_
vision was going to be (for transmis_
sion and receiving) a nationwide grid
of stations operating on the 12 V-HF
channels would provide aU of the ser-
uice that anybody could. euer want.

With that in mind, the FCC sett led
down to process applications for new
television stat ions in late 1946. There
were 5,000 television receivers in use
in the whole United States at the end
of 1946.

Now about al l  the FCC did in 1946
when it established an "allocations pro-
gram" was eliminate the channels fele-
vision lost (channels 1, 14-19) in the
post war trades, and, ut i l iz ing 1986-
1939 developed data (mostly frorn RCA
tests in that era), begin assigning sta-
t ions to channels in the remaining VHF
channel range. RCA had found in the
30's that regular television coverage
for stations might extend as far as b6-
60 miles. This was based upon b0 kilo-
watt transmitter power levels and
1,000 foot (above average terrain) an-
tennas. So the Commission, rather ar-
bitrarily as it turned out, chose the
distance of 150 miles to keep stations
operating on the same channel separa-
ted. Unfortunately for the whole Uni-
ted States, even this separation be-
tween stations on the same channel
was not respected totally. If you will
look at Diagram 1, you will see how the
Commission chose to allocate (i.e. ap-

LANCASTER O
WGAL

SCHENECTADY
WRGB

o

N E W  Y O R K
WNBT

o

O BOSTON
WB2

W A S H I N G T O N
WNBWO

N O R  F O L  K
W T A R

P R E . F B E E Z E  C H A N N E L  F O U R

DIAGRAM 1
prove) operation by 6 stations on VHF
ehannel 4 prlnr to the 1g4g freeze.
Most of tlrese stations .tDere 150 miles
(more or less) from the nearest other
same channel station, but channel 4
Lancaster, Pennsyluanin, was mueh
less than 150 miles from Washington;
in fact it was not even 100 miles awav.
Nor was it quite 150 miles from Neiv
York City.

So Lancaster and Washington both
had channel 4 stations, andlt turned
out that from Lancaster to Baltimore
was only 53 miles and Baltimore to
Washington a scant 40 miles or so. The
end result was that people living north
of Washington, up to ana beyond Balti-
more, had almost constant interfer-
ence on Washington's channel 4 from
Lancaster channel 4. It .tlas an idiotic
mistake in chonnel assignments, and
for it the u;holn United- States lDould
paA the supreme price: a freeze in
1948.

When the weather conditions turned
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warm, Lancaster's signal was so
strong in areas south of Baltimore that
peopl; right in Washington, D.C.
sometimes noticed the interference on
channel 4. Naturally they complained
to the FCC, and some of those com-
plaining were senators and the like.
Very quickly those complaintl landed
on fhe front desk of the FCC Chair-
man, Wayne CoY.

The senators and congressmen com-
plaining suspected the worst. It ap-
peared to them thaL if this type of 9on-
dition ex'tsted nationwid'e, the televi-
sion boom everyone expected would
die before it started. "Nobody wants to
watch television with lines running all
through the screen," they complained.
In those days Lancaster was consid-
ered pretty provincial and the audacity
of a small town television station "way

up in Lancaster" interfering with the
nbw television reception of Senator
this or Representative that was more
than Washington could bear.

In actuality, the Lancaster-Washing-
ton-Norfolk triangle was probably the
worst such situation in the whole coun-
try. l/o tahere else, with the limited
number of television stations on the air
at that time, did problems of such mag-
nitude exist.

So the FCC, faced with the irate
complaints of senators, congressmen,
and ihe mayor of Baltimore decided it

had better find out u.hat the probl,em
was. Awise soul at the FCC suggested
that until the problem was identified,
no new TV grants should be made, and
his suggestion was bought in toto.

Now this kind of problem was quite
new to the FCC. Yes, there had been a
period prior to 1927 when the whole
nation was up in arms over the uncon-
trolled radio broadcasters who seemed
to ossign themselues frequencies, and
move frequency from day to day as the
stations around them moved. But that
had been dealt with quite nicely by the
Federal Radio Commission after 1927
when all stations were "assigned fre-
quencies" on which to operate. In 1948,
the FCC assigned the frequencies in
question, and other than the Lan-
caster-Washington-Norfolk triangle,
the rest of the nation was not (Yet)
reo,llA in bad shape. Ninety percent of
the Commission's instant problems
could. haue been eliminated by making
a simple channel change for Lancaster.
Right then, on the spot: Lancaster
ended up on channel 8 anYhow after
the freeze. But no, the FCC left Lan-
caster on channel 4 and the senators
and representatives and mayors who
were buying new sets every daY con-
tinued to experience interference on
their Washington reception on channel
4 for years and years and years. It is
not hard to envision the kind of ani-

MAJOR CONTRIBUTOR TO FREEZE

WGAL-TV Lancaster probably only wished to provide

television reception to the folks of Southeastern Pennsyl-

vania, but an FCC allocations boo-boo placed them o-n a

channel shared by nearby Washington's WNBW and New
york's WNBT. fhe result was disastrous interference,

and a shut down of new TV expansion in the United

States.
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ANNOUNCING O O O

the TVRO Event of 1982

THE
SATELTITE
II'ITERT'IATIOI'IAL
BUSIIIESS
COI'IFEREI'ICE
Atlanta, Georgia - October 29, 3O and 31

BY POPULAR DEMAND from both registrants and exhibitors, the Ninth Satel l i te Television
Technology Seminar / f  rade Show wil l  be held at the Dunfey-Atlanta Hotel in Atlanta, Georgia, on
October 29, 30 and 31, 1982.

JUST AS YOU SAW at the STT Trade Show in Fort Worth in March, the Atla nta event (abbreviated to"SlBCO")wil l  once again bring to one meeting place al l  of the leading TVRO manufacturers, distr ibutors
and dealers plus hundreds of earriest, eager businessmen wanting to enter this vital,  growing business.
You wil l  see 1OO-plus exhibits of al l  the latest TVRO equipment, 6O-plus satel l i te antennas of every
descript ion.

lN ADDITION, there wil l  be three days of hard-hitt ing private terminal training for newcomers to this
f ield. Once again, TVRO industry leaderand Coop's Satel l i te Digest publisher, Bob Cooper, Jr.,  wil lbe
master-of-ceremonies and director of seminar training. Lecture attendees will again receive the STT"Gold Seal" Cert i f icate of Educational Achievement for attending these sessions.

FOR FULL INFORMATION On exhibit ing or attending this outstanding STT satel l i te system event,
contact Rick Schneringer at STT, P. O. Box G, Arcadia, OK 73007. Telephone 1-800-054-g276. (in
Oklahoma, call 405/396-257 4l
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mosity that developed towards the
FCC in those years; not only had this
federal agency shut off television for
their constituents in Colorado or
Oregon or wherever, but they were
the cause of the interference on Wash-
ington's WNBW, right there in the
suburbs of Washington! On the surface
it is diffucult to fathom how the FCC
could let the situation drag out even
one week, not to speak of four years.

The allocations shuftle should have
taken a few months, perhaps six at
most, even with bureaucrats handling
the problem. The problem was simple
enough: create a new table of assign-
ments so that stations would operate
without interference to one another's
service areas. But the issue uos en-
lnrged even before it got into the allo-
cations shuffle.

Along came color, and it presented
unique problems. First of all color did
not fit nicely into the then (and now)
standard 6 MHz wide channels. The
only demonstrated color system of that
era, by CBS, required a 12 MHz wide
channel. In effect, if a color station
were to set up in Washington, it would
operate over tuto channels, such as 3
and 4, at one time. This bothered the
Commission because iI this was the
way color was going to be, then sorne-
hout the allocations table would have to
find room for the twice-as-wide-as-
black-and-white colorcasts.

Diagram 2 illustrates the problem.

B L A C K  A N D  W H I T E  C H A N N E L S  1 2

' ' l ' r o i l  u  
l u l  ' ' l ' f  n  

l ' o l " f " l " l

C O L O R  C H A N N E L S  6  ( C 8 S  E A R L Y  C O L O B )

' ' l ' l o r  l u l u l ' l

COOP'SSATELLITE DICEST

OK - so col.arwas 0n unknown. It
might require a whole new allocations
scheme. At least that is the way it
looked in 1948 when the freeze began.
However, by 1949, the color question
was pretty much solved as far as mak-
ing it fit into a standard 6 MHz wide
channel was concerned. Technically,
by 1949 i,t presented no problnms to
the allocations table that would be es-
tablished for normal black and white
operation. But the Commission would
fail to announce that fact until 1951,
allowing the senators and others on
their backs to continue to believe for
several more years that color was "one

of the problems" effecting the release
of the freeze.

Then came the UHF problem. Some-
where along about in the winter of
1949 a belief developed that the 12
VHF channels then available to televi-
sion were not adequate to cover the
nation. It turned out this was a perfect-
ly valid assumption. Diagram 3 shows
the coverage of the United States
which was available with only 12 VHF
channels to allocate nationwide. The
white areas represent coverage areas
for stations granted permission to
broadcast before the freeze came
along; the gray areas represent new,
unused (at that time) allocations using
the 12 VHF channels onlA. The dark
areas are regions where no tel,euis'ion
reception could be expected, if the na-
tion onlg had the 12 VHF channels
with which to work. Clearly, some-
thing had to be done to bring television
to all of those "black areas".

In 1949 at the National Association
of Broadcasters Annual Convention.
FCC Chairman Wayne Coy sprang the
news:

"...betore manv months there will be ul-DIAGRAM 2
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Wf TH VHF CHANNELS ONLY-The  VHF s ta t i ons  on  the  a i r  when  the  f reeze  was  i n i t i a ted  (wh i t e
c i r c l es  i nd i ca te  cove rage ) ,  when  added  to  t he  VHF channe l s  p roposed  (g rey  c i r c l es )  s t i l l  r esu l t ed  i n  l a rge
reg ions  unse rved  by  t e l ev i s i on  s igna l  con tou rs .

tra high allocations which will open up e new
frontier of the spectrum. It will be possible,
given imaginative leadership, to take televi-
sion service to all America. . . ".

And to put down fears that the new
UHF channels would not obsolete the
mil l ions of receivers already in the
hands of the publ ic, Coy said:

". . . present television sets on the market
will continue to obtain service from existing
VHF channels; wherever a television signal
is available from a VHF transmitter, the ex-
isting receivers will continue to render fine
service for many years to come."

Dr. Thomas J. Goldsmith, Director
of Research for DuMont Labs,
reported at the same NAB meeting:

"When the UHF channels become availa-
ble, the public will be able to buy at a modest
price converters which will bring the addi-
tional channels to their receivers."

With the cat out of the bag that UHF

was coming, one prospective operator
wursted no time asking for special per-
mission to set up shop there. The oper-
ator of WNOW in York, Pa., pet i t ioned
the Commission to allow them to put a
station on the air in the UHF range "to

allou; tests of the true stature of this
neu frequencA range". Attorney Jack
C. McKenna, representing WNOW,
asked that a plan immediately allocat-
ing 6 UHF channels in 30 cities thert
uvi,thout adequate teleuision reception
be appro.red so that (1) these cities
could have television, and (2) the FCC
could gain much needed test informa-
tion about the potential of UHF and
the problems which were sure to show
up. The plan did not fly. but years later
hundreds of new UHF broadcasters
uould" u/ish that it had.

To Be Continued / September
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INDUSTRY
AT LARGE

CORRESPON DE NCE,  NOTES,
REBUTTALS AND

CHARGES .  .  .

CSD prov ides  lh is  indus t ry  Forum wr lh  the  unders tandrng lha l
op in ions ,  thoughts  and ' lac ls  pub l rshed are  l rom the  wnters ,  no
l iab i l i l y  lo r  s ta temenls  ex tends  lo  the  pu t ) l rshers  Address  te t te rs  to
csD /  Indus t ry ,  P .  o .  Box  1  00858,  Fr .  Lauderdate .  FL  3331 0 .

HOT TICKET ITEM
Greetings from the Northwest! We thought you might be interested

in hearing another.'small company makes good' story in our satellite
industry. Even though it's probably a little premature to call Northwest
Satlabs an unqualified success, our first product (the TWEAKER) is
doing well and has received favorable comments from all over the
country.

Like many companies, we started as a distributor and gradually
phased into manufacturing. Our philosophy of 'finding a niche' in the
market led us to development of the TWEAKER prototype in May of
1981. At that time, using a TV set canied out to the dish to find
satellites, interference, and so on was standard procedure. What we
wanted was a low cost electronic metering device that was sensitive
enough to fine tune the antenna and locate satellites, as well as
operate with virtually any satellite receiving system available. After
many stages of evolution, our chief engineer developed some really
unique circuitry and put out a product that we think is near-perfect.

O{ course, not everyone is excited about it. We've spoken to a few
dealers that are not even interested in precision-tuning a customer's

system. According to those dealers, if the customers do not complain,
the picture is 'good enough'. Much of this attitude stems from the fact
that an average customer can tolerate a little degradation in lhe
picture. Some people, as you are no doubt aware, can even watch a
terrlble picture and remain content. lt's a mystery to me why people
tolerate less than perfection when perfection is so easily available.
Each to his own.

An!,t/ay, a good product is only half the battle when trying to
achieve success. The other half is good marketing. In that regard,
CSD has been the perfect'medium'for giving our product the expo-
sure it needs. In our first six weeks, we sold over 100 units from our
CSD advertising. Followup orders have been steady, so our product
has been well accepted which pleases us immensely.

It is clear that CSD commands the greatest respect in the home
satellite industry. You take alot of flack, at times, Bob, but even your
detractors peek at CSD every month, if for no other reason than to fuel
their own criticism. Please keep up the good work, controversy and all.
Thank you for the great exposure; we will continue to give CSD our
advertising support.

Jetfrey L. Smiley
President
Northwest SatLabs
806 NW 4th Street
Corvallis. Or. 97330

Nlcely sald. Can you see us beamlng mole than 3,500 mlles
away? The TWEAKER ls one of those new products whlch we
know llttle about. lf you wlll send a unlt to the CSD Fort Lauder-
dale offlce, we'll put lt to work ln the Turks and Calcos and get a
report out to readere. Coop has been uslng a Sadelco Dlgltal
(CATV type) fleld strength metel, monltorlng the recelver 70 MHz
(lF) output, for years now, as a means of flne tweeklng the dleh at
the slte. But that ls a hard way to go slnce thls callber of metel
costs upwards of $1 ,000 now a days (Coop got his years ago before
the price jumped out of sight). CSD 'works' as an advertlslng
medlum because people do read (and re-read) every word In
every lssue. Llie ls fllled wlth detractlons and dlstractlons. De-
tractlons qult belng dlstractlons when they dlscover that thelr
own venom only polsons thelr own eftorts and spolls thelr own
chances for success. Belng a polson mouth ls far easler than
belng a leader; lt takes very few smarts to plck somethlng apart
and be only crltlcal ol others. Offerlng proposals fol constluctlve
growth . . . that's where the challenge is!

PROVO IN OCTOBER?
Two members of my firm are interested in atlending your proposed

retreat on practical satellite technology in October. Please let us know
as soon as possible when you decide upon a date. Texas International
has flights to Fort Lauderdale priced at $73 each way. We are not sure
how long that price will be available.

Mary Jo Rosecan
Satellite Technology, Inc.
2302 Preston Trails Cove
Austin, Texas 78747

See Coop's Comment In thls l$ue ot CSD. We are slantlng
towards the mlddle of November but requlre rapld feedbackfrom
those SERIOUSLY Interested belole reachlng a flnal, unbend-

IS YOUR DISTRIBUTOR
FASTER WITH HIS PROMISES
THAN WITH HIS PRODUCTS?

% wz vz? ):f,
\ \ l 'L4 q 

E ,ka

SHIPMENTWITHIN
24HOURS.

We have it in stock, not on order. So it goes
from our hands to yours in record time.

HllllglffiNi'-ft2 2250 Sourh Ranran Btds Atwwuff iZ 
Z fngrewood Co8or10

uwrr, '1 -?_. (303) 935 1909

To order call: 1-800-521-9282.



.,THE WINNING COMBINATION''!
)
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We distr ibute the
following lines from
stock of exliemely
competitive prices

. AMPLICA

. ARUNTA

. AVANTEK

. CATEL

. CHAPARRAL

. COMTECH

. DEXCEL

. GARDINER
COMMUNICATIONS

. MtcRo-scAN

. MICROWAVE
ASSOCIATES

. PRODELIN

. RCA

. RLC

SPECIATTHIS MONTH:
COMTECH 650, ., Cott for orices
COMTECH 550. , , Coll for prices

MlcRo.scAN FP..l.l
. Accurote, high goin 11 ft. diometer poro-

bolic reflector
r Four section fibergloss construction for low

shipping costs ond eose of ossembly
. Tunoble oorobolic cross sections for moxi-

mizotion of goin
o Extro heow duiy rigid polor mountwith 3 ft, x

4 ft. rectangulor bose structure (no cheop
single pole bose)

r Adjustoble declinotion
. Electric remote LNA rotor
o Single cronk, hond operoted sotellite finder

svsTem
o Eosi ly upgroded to 13ft.  diometer with

optionol EXP-13 upgrode ponel set
o Qptionol electric remote control sotellite

finder system

Complefe syslems lo deoler for

Dexcer DxP..rl00:31 
fi 3$; [f

o LNA/Downconverter (LNC) is housed in o
one piece, cost seoled unit with intesrol
woveguide feed horn mounting flonge.Tnis
extremely cost effective ond relioble ilesign
opprooch enobles your instollers to put the
system up fost.

. Foctory ossembled ond tested coble sub-
ossembly for connection of LNC to receiver.

o Front ponel mounted signol strength meter
o Continuouslv tunoble oudio
. Built-in chonnel 3/4 modulotor
. Duol oudio reor ponel output jocks
o Full stereo ot no odditionol cost

less thon $3000.00 quqnfify/one

HIGH FRONTIER CORPORATION
2230 E.Indion Schoot Rood phoenix, Az. g50,t6

(602) 954{008
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,/ sR goo Satellite Receiver has been designed to maximize video and _ ,

-T 
audio reception' lt is capable of receiving up to 24 channels (Trans- /
ponders)persa te | | i te .A | ine tun ingcont ro | i s inc |uded|oop | i f i i ze7 /
ieception'while monitoring the signal strength on the illuminated.. /

z/ meler. Automatic frequency control (AFC) provided to insure d-fitt /

"  " w
. - ^ ' i * ' ' *  ; ,

r $1"
h 'V  C C

Of Low Cost RG-59 Coaxial Cable Directly To Your Choice Of Low

Noise Converler Or Remote Down Converter'
_-----7 SPECIFICATIONS I Frequency Range: 3'7 lo 4'2 GHz o Type: Single

tree reception. 6 separale iudio channels may be selected easily'

The slereo indicatoi lamp is also provided- 70 MHz Input Permits Use

,/ Conversion Superhterodyne I Radio Capacity: 525 Line Video
/ + Audio I Inpui Level: 70 MHz:0 to -40 dB I Noise Figure: 16 dB TII:

IAFC Range: I 1O MHz max. I Local Oscillator Radiation: -60 dBM' /  I A F U  ' l a n q e :  a  l u  M n .  l l l c r '  r  L U U o I

"' max. I Intirmediate Frequency: 70 MHz I lf Bandwidth (@ 70 MHz):

30 MHz min. I Primary Powec Source: AC 105 to 125 V 60 Hz

Consumption: 15W max. @ AC 117V, 60Hz I Size: 1l%W x 91AD x 3H

'I'i-ieoiin$ 1$Du51Bl€e

ORDER WITH:
A - 100' Low Noise Converter (LNC)
B - 110" Low Noise Converter (LNC)
C - Down Converler I

THERMO COMPRESSIONMOLDED

995
/

sggl

SUPER D'SH

DISTRIBUTOR PRICE

-The Boman SA-3300 is a 4-section
TUNABLE fiberglass Parabolic
antenna. Features: I 3.3 meters ol
quality reception I fiberglass
construction lor long life f light

ALL NEW-

SATELLITE
93OO HALL

PRODUCTS DIVISION
RD., DOWNEY CA 90241

The Boman Model EFH-75 changes
polarization electrically without
use ol a rolor. The Probe, located
ins ide  the  c i r cu la r  wavegu ide ,
changes  po la r i t y  mode  i ns tan -
taneously thus imProving sYstem -

performance and consumer ac-
ceptance. Step-uP Your syslems
with the Boman Electronic Feed
Horn Model EFH-75.

I

DISTRIBUTOR PRICE

BOMAN INDUSTRIES
I
1

f

{

{(213) 869-4041
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and marked lor each guaranteed tesl para-

taken with equipment
calibrated and main-
tained in accordance ils
with Military Standard 

-.

MIL-C-45662. We ar S
Boman believe our con-
tinuing research and
developmenl of Satellite- i
Receiving equipment \ *
will insure lhat all \ 

s:
Boman products will 

'\

conlinue to be the finest--\-

" \-

\

you can buy.

MANUFACTURED BY:

' .F*

^it

*s

5()

AVANTEK
*

@ !is'

TOLL FREE:  INSIDE
I

DISTRIBUTOR PRICE

(800) 421-2533
\

5('
DISTRIBUTOR PRICE

\
The BOMAN SAT-VISlON KR-250
Rotor Kit FEATURES: I "Whisper-
quiet" design for silent operation
I Color-coded polarity dial with
operation l ight I 100o rotation
f i e l d  t o  p reven t  cab le  sna r l  I
Specifically designed for Satell i te
TV use.

cA., (800) 352-2553 OUTS|DE
\

1-s uNtTs 6 UNITS 24-UP

f 41.50 555.50 499.50
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able declslon. Tl wlll probably maintaln thelr $73 rate only long
"norgh io sweep up ihe crumbs lefl after the Branifl fiasco' We
ftoo"lo, f,""" 6ett'er luck gettlng ahold of Tl reservatlons than
*L-dld rrom Fort Lauderdaie. Welrbd lor two solld days' uslng
iitst ifreliiott Lauderdale telephone number and then thelr 800
numUer, to get through, and finally ended up c-ontactlng Amer'
ii,"". lrrivu"iithey chirled more for thelr seats they could afiord
io pui t-n'i ieecofid' reslrvatlon llne and hlre another agent!

BOLIVIA?
lam looking for assistance in extending.television to an isolated

Bolivian town 6r towns' My father and I sell solar equipment there
already. Can you provide any lists of information about over the air or
""0f " tLf*ili.in slstems? m'ese towns want television very badly and
I am trying to find out if satellite reception is possible'

Daniel LeFever
Casilla 1341
Santa Cruz, Bolivia

Recent experlence suggeste that even wlth the extended
servlce reach'of Westar W1-1see report this issue) Bollvla ls stlll
too tarsouttr to make the grade for dlrect US domestlc satelllte
receptlon. However, the new Argentlne natlonal televlelon ser'
"f"J, no* on full transponder Inielsat hemlspherlc servlce, wlll
pro"lde hlgh quallty pAt--t't type color Spanlsh language vldeo
into BoIlvI;. We ari preparlnlj a report on the servlce from thls
new sateltlte feed ahd'wlll publlsh lt shortly. Brasll's PAL'M
eerylce also contlnues to be-avallable, but the Portuguese lan'
ouaoe woutO probably be a deterrent to successful use In BolF
ila.Eimer sewlce woirld requlre a slx meter dlsh for reasonably
good quallty slgnal acqulsltlon.

$uP TO $250,000 To SPEND' - 
ThsUniveisity of Maryland Language Media Center is considering

the purchase of a satettit6 dish (earth st,ation) to access non-domestic
iatdttites for our loreign language courses' I am well aware of the
pioUfets involved witi tnat project' So far, costs for an Earth Station

capable of accessing foreign satellites has ranged from $40'000 to

Si'so,ooo. lam writin-g to se-e if anyone can provide me with additional
intorriration on the eqiipment, and the satellites which.could be acces-
sed lrom this location'

James E. BoYaltY
Director
Language Media Center
UniversitY of Maryland
College Pail,Md.20742

We are certaln numerous dealer'readers wlll contact you wlth
*t"f, J*n piopoials. A lour meter dlsh sys!9m (cost in the $9'000
i"no" "ittt'tril'"utomation) would brlng ln US and Canadlan ser-
uirli iiiiroi"J French, Spanish, ltaliin, and. a small amount ol
iortuor"t" proirammlng.'wlth a slx meter dlsh, equlpped wlth.a
;;til;hlieo teeo-system, a locatlon -ln Maryland.could
"l"J"i iddltlonat Internltlonal servlces from Brasll (Portu-
gueset, Argentlna (Spanish), GhorlzontLRussian plus a smattering
6t aOAiiiona-i languages such'as German, Czech, Polish, et al)' A hlg-h
ou"Jlw "riotiteol tralt and full transponder system wlth a slx
il"i"it"ttiniittti ue In the $30,000 reglon' Hero Communlca-
iibis tiiiileih, Florida) ls testlng a new 7'5 meter.polar mounted
JiJtr ttlit, "rltti lt and clrcular fCd adaptatlon,vlrtuallyany of the

inieis* llroi servlng Europe and Africa would be wlthln reach;
lir"i rn irtils0,000 ieglon'wlth lull automatlon and swltchable
half and full transpondel electronlcs'

WHAT'S SPECIAL ABOUT 12GHZ?
in an interview appearing in the March issue- a knowledgeable

oerson witfr Nationai ivlicrotdch said "When 12 GHz comes off' we

bi"O"UtV can make the higher band antennas ourselves"' I am

ilonaerihg wnat is so speciaiabout these 12 GHz antennas' exce:nt it

U"ingltif f"t. This staiement has held me back trom buying- a 4 GHz
t"irinlf tr o toot mesh) since I don't want to buy twice' Will 1 2 GHz

iiiJ i[iirgnlhe itrminrt mesh easier then the 4 GHz signals? |

ittoulnt tnaittte only change required with 12 GHz was a change in the
"i""ti"ni"i. With 12 GHz-servibe forecast tor late in 1983' it is NOT

that lar otf!

l
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ARE YOU ORDERING FROM
SOMEONE WHO'S ORDERING

WE STOCK MORE I r .
Representing over 20 manufacturers. To give

you a bigger selection and faster delivery'

ffitMffi {1;. a::'"i"":i %1'3i,1'3n o
EffiP,voo ,---t (30:)e35 lsoe

To order call: 1-800'521'9282-

Orville RileY
Box72
RunawaY BaY, Jamaica

Excellent questlon' Th; 1 2 
-GHz 

slgnals-are approrlmately
f Bd ii;long' as the present 4 GHz slgnals' Thls tells us that the
rilr, *lri rta-""to oe ilgtrter; or to be more or less.preclse, about
iisiJthJ opentng dlsta--nces whlch we can now tolerate at 4 GHz'
Srice te i-"et i6 get by wlth maxlmum dlstance openlngs ln the

iiioti'ti- r""rt-iisl"f, noi' that tells us that the openlng 'tolerance'

*fif ttif,i-i" "p-aOout tttittr of an Inch. At that tolerance, the dlsh
rlortt-"" *"li O" solld. The surlace curvature accuracy we tJY to

;iEil;i iGxi is plus or mlnus 1/16th of an Inch' Anvthlng
oi""iei"au"es us signal loss whlch we cannot slmply dlsmlss'
it rjdniini marlm-um tolerancewlllbe In the vlclnlty of plus or
;ffiJtlbih tan lnch. Yup, everythlng gets more'preclse'at 12

6iii. ofi"lttmg these tlghier tolerances wlll be smaller anten'
nii; "ni""n"Jit tz cxz ict as blg as antennas.thr.eetlmes largel
iottvsicirrvf at 4 GHz. A properly dieslgned and bullt 4 footer at t2

i!;i"-;;,ild h"vittre simd gal-n as a properly deslgned and bullt
ii tooter at I CHz. So even it the toleiances tlghten up, you have
i "t"iiei antenna surface alea to malntaln those toleranceg
"cto"s. lff of that ls moot, however, for Jamalca'-The odds are
ihat vou wlll not have any 12 GHz servlce avallable to you tol
liiln'i. t"-ni-veais. one of ttte deslgn features oJ 12 GHz blrds ls

i-i;iiit;t# control where thev iplll or-.send slgnalfar more

;ilcftlittra"itrJIr I cxt count6rp-arts- whereas vou set 191'!z
[5A'4"il d;;"d-ii :spttt over', you'li not Pe as fortunate at 12 GHz
u"teii soriUody rdalty scre*s up de_slgnlngthe satelllte trans-
.lttlnl "nt"nn" (s). ff iou want TVRO receptlon anytlme In the

next d-ecade, we suggest you go wlth 4 GHz now, not Pay anl

att"ntlo" to ionvertilig thd sysiem to 12 GHz later on' and starl
"ijdi"g tii" dotens ir servlies aheady avallable to you' You'll
oei f'z Aift slnals ln Jamalca only when somebogY wants to send
ir,l].i m-i""]"n when someb6dy starts sendlng them to the

usA.
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FCC has given interim approval to the start of DBS (direct broad-
cast satellites). There were nine applicants who made FCC imposed
deadline, and others subsequently have shown inlerest. Commission
decided not to burden new service with many rules, adopted policy of
allowing each operator to decide whether he wishes to function as
@mmon carrier (i.e. renting out transponder time to programmers),
or, as broadcast service (such as local TV stations now operate).
Existing rules governing both types of service will apply, as fits the
opsration of applicant. COMSAT continues to be front runner and is
forecasting 1985/6 start up of service. Entire approval is actually
considered to be final (i.e. non-interim), ercept for FCC decision that
any approval from them must consider final results of forthcoming
1983 hemispheric conference which will determine how many DBS
orbit spots each nation in western hemisphere will have available for
use. That decision will in turn ultimately decide which of US and
Canadian DBS services survive since a short-fall in orbit spots would
limit number of separate, competing, DBS birds that could be made
operational.

BIGGEST internal problem FCC wrestled with was what to do with
those present day users ot lhe 12.2-12.7 GHz (downlink frequency
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band) range. Millions of dollars are involved in moving existing users
to another frequency band, and there is a shortage of microwave
frequencies in congested urban areas to which present users could
move. Ultimate solution to this one still hanging.

IMPACT on present 4 GHz service not likely to be great until
1987-88 at earliest. Public will have both 'bands' offered to them, in the
form of hardware and programming. DBS propponents are betting
that sufficient number of present 4 GHz'desirable'services will have
adopted scrambling by mid '80 period to drive end uses to 12 GHz.
Scrambling will be regular feature of many of the 12 GHz service
providers, but cost of receiving hardware will be low enough (in $500
range) that many users will be willing to trade lower equipment costs
for recuning monthly programming charges.

NOT ALL 1 2 GHz proposed services will scramble, or be premium
services. Several have indicated 'broadcast'type format with advertis'
ing support. Thus the seeds for problems similar to those already
present at 4 GHz are shown; viewers will have choice, having selected
hardware, of services that are, and, are not, scrambled.

NONE of the hardware culrently being proposed for 12 GHz
addresses viewers wishing to access more than a single satellite at a
single, lixed geo-stationary location. lf two or more 12 GHz program-
med satellites do get on the air, and both are compatible in terms of
transmission characteristics, viewers/buyers will be extolled to pro'
cure equipment which can receive all of the satellites operating. The
widely reported $500 price tag is for a very simple system not Includ'
lng any hardware designed to move the dish through the sky from
point to point.

UNDOUBTEDLY many early buyers will go lor the cheap hard-
ware just to get operational; but within a short period of time after 12
GHz service begins, viewer options for hardware should multiply
rapidly. Motor driven dish systems, with and without pre-programmed
orbit position resting spots, will be early 'step-up' package offered.
Next problem encountered will be potential lack of compatibility be'
tween video and audio formats of the many services planning to
launch; at 4 GHz, virtually all North American services employ same,
standardized video and audio transmission formats. At 12 GHz,
several applicants are planning systems unique to their own opera-
tion. Video bandwidths, method of transmitting audio, and security
(scrambling) approaches will vary widely unless there is pre-
agreement to adopt standards prior to service launches. At moment
that appears unlikely.

CONSUMER then may will be faced with bewildering anay of
choices; which format to buy, what size dish and what type of mount .
Since viewer-numbers is name of game at 12GHz, just like it is with
terrestrial broadcast services, there will be intense publicity and prom-
otion by each of the services.

BALANCE of 80's can be characterized as'fall-out'period for 12
GHz DBS, with no clear patterns evolving much more before 1990. 4
SHz service, meanwhile, established and growing each month, will
continue to have strong consumer appeal and sales run. After 1990,
strong 12 GHz service patterns will eventually take hold and service
will mushroom into a large international service.

RECORD amount of Intelsat traffic during May, June and July has
lntelsat and Comsat pleased. World Cup Soccer, Wimbledon, Falk-
lands, President Reagan visit to Europe and other'unusual' interna-
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tional activities more than doubled number of 'transmission hours' for
video programming for month of June alone.

WESTAR 5 at 123 west going into regular service as you read this.
It will be several weeks before full imoact of new Western Union bird
can be assessed since satellite will carry both move-over services
from W4 and several new users (see CSD for July). After surprise
showing from W4, in northern reaches of South America and eastern
Caribbean, field measurements of W5 are eagerly anticipated by
these television-starved areas.

WESTAR 4 traffic patterns, meanwhile, will become increasingly
oriented towards non-cable video. SPN (TR22) is largest cable-
oriented programmer that is NOT making switch to W5. SPN decided
against W5 move because it is customer for Hughes Galaxy bird
scheduled for mid 1983 operation, and move to W5 would have
lowered its 'status' on satellite should there be a failure of a transoon-
der. WU plans to shut down W3 as a video bird, perhaps as early as
this September, moving network and special feeds (Entertainment
Tonight, Saturday Night, others) to W4. GSD will look at how il all sifts
out in October issue.

NEW YORK CITY planning to build $100M plus space com-
munications center where 38 acre site will hold uo to 20 transmit and
receive dish terminal systems.

FCC apparently has thrown in the towel on regulating satellite'
owners. Commission has been faced with decisions relating to how to
handle the many ditferent approaches to satellite system ownership.
Hughes started ball rolling by otfering transponders for sale; followed
by RCA and then Western Union. FCC wrestled with whether existing
rules allow satellite ownerlo sell individual transponder systems while
retaining ownership of satellite superstructure (fueling, navigation,
powering) portions. Decision considered good news for satellite own-
ers since it clears way for them to recoup substantial portion of their
investment before birds are built and launched.

NEXT problem caused by decision is insurance. Presently, satel-
lite owners carry insurance for whole bird and pay premiums designed
to cover insured peformance for design life of bird, With transponders
sold or leased or rented, problems mulitply. Individual transponder

owners will have to obtain their own insurance to protect them against
losses should their individual transponder (s) fail prior to normal 7 (to
10) year design life.

ADDITIONAL problem created is transponder back-up capacity
provided to transponder users by satellite operator. Galaxy, for exam-
ple, is retaining 6 of 24 transponders for 'service restoration' should
any of transponders fail prior to 'guaranteed' seven year lifetime.
During period when all transponders are operational, Galaxy may rent
some or all of these 6 transponders for a'pre-emptible'tariff, but any
firm using one of these'extra'transponders will be faced with sudden
eviction should one of the 18 'primary' transponders fail.

ANOTHER firm planning to otfer customized package of sports,
movies, indie programming and news plans debut in October. Telstar
(not related to AT&T) will charge up to $8 per month, per room, to
hotels taking service which will be transmitted on Comstar D3, trans-
ponder 21 . TravelHost Magazine, available at many Sheraton, Ho-
ward Johnson and Day's Inn operations, plans to carry daily satellite
TV log. Telstar will provide turnkey service consisting of equipment
package design, installation, and maintenance, Telstar will expand to
second channel in first quarter of 1983.

SPECULATION that US may end up with too few 12 GHz orbit
assignments to accomodate the rush to DBS has planners preparing
for 1983 western hemisphere conference concerned. With clever
cross polarization and 26 MHz wide channel assignments, there may
be as many as 36 satellite channels available per orbit slot. And at the
moment it appears US may end up with no more than four DBS orbit
spots; one, ostensibly, per time zone. As practical matter, mountain
time zone had high need for DBS service because of spread of largely
rural population, but traditional (i.e. 'terrestrial TV') history ot taking
Pacific time zone feeds on hour-later basis. Cenlral time zone has
long taken eastern feeds at'hour earlier' basis thereby reducing to two
the number of actual feeds, for most programs, for tull CONUS
coverage.

NETCOM International, the teleconterencing lirm, has a new tele-
phone number and address: 1702 Union Street, San Francisco, Ca.
94123 (415t921-1441).

FORMAL acceptance of Nicaragua into Soviet Intersputnik sys-
tem has been announced. New. 12 meter. terminal is scheduled to be
operational by middle of 1983 and will link through Ghorizont system
with Cuba and eastern block nations.

HARRIS Corporation has announced sale of approximately 140 oJ
their semi-controversial 'Delta-Gain' 3 meter terminal systems. Bulk of
units are going to 120 station Sheridan Broadcasting Network radio
service which is shifting its present network to satelite trom terrestrial
inter-connection.

LAUNCH dates for future ANIK birds: ANIK D (number 1, a 24
channel C band bird) this month (August l2th scheduled); ANIK C
(first of three), 12 GHz bird, November 1 1th ot this fall, followed by a
pair more (Cs) on April 20, 1983 and April 1 8, 1 984. Second ANIK D
scheduled for October 10, 1985. The first ANIK D is going out via Delta
rocket; the balance via 'Shuttle'.

STC (Comsat's DBS atfiliate) has asked the designers of inte-
grated circuits to develop an lC which will allow DBS subscribers to be
'addressed' individually, for up to three channels of DBS video prog-
ramming. STC had originally intended to develop the device'in house'
as a hedge on protecting the security of the system. They may still do
manufacture of total decoder'in house' although key to unit will be lC
designed for addressing purpose.

ARGO Communications has FCC blessing to lease six transpon-
ders to ANIK D bird for voice and data network. Argo will pay Canada's
Telesat $1 12,600 per month for each of the six trandponders through
the end of 1 984, after which Argo is expected to switch new network to
a US bird. The $1 12,600 rate is roughly equal to amount paid by F4
transponder buyers amortized over a 7 year satellite life ($1 0,91 2,00).

ABC decided against launching of 'SupeRadio' netvvork concept
which was to have been distributed via satellite. Fewer than ten
stations had signed up for service.

NBC is using 6.2MHz sub-carrier on TR6,F1 to distribute'The
Source', a new NBC satellite delivered radio network service. Service
will be fed via satellite in analog mode until late 1983, and then switch
to digital modulation format.

FINAL decisions to bring together Canada and USA on political
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reality of cross-using each other's domestic satellites all but com-
pleted. However, don't expect Canadians to authorize direct indi-
vidual cable system reception of US services except under very well
defined circumstances.

ONE indication of how FCC is leaning with proposed 2 degree
satellite to satellite spacing proposal now floating is found in reports
that US and Canada have decided to respect a 3 degree satellite to
satellite spacing. Canada reportedly has agreed to tighten its own
orbit belt region for 3 degree spacing and there are indications now
that this is direction FCC is leaning also. FCC proposed 2 degree
spacing, caught alot of flack for proposal, and now it appears may
adopt 3 degree spacing at least at C band (4 GHz) as an accomoda-
tion for the 1980s and into the 1990s.

HBO is building new Satellite Communications Center near Haup-
page, New York. Facility will have quad set of 11 meter SA uplink
terminals.

NEXT Rick Schneringer STTI conference/seminar for the industry
is set for last days of October in Atlanta, Georgia. Seminar will feature
three days of intensive lectures, more than 100 exhibits of state of the
art TVRO equipment. Full details for registration and exhibiting avail-
able from STTI at P.O. Box G, Arcadia, Ok. 73007 (405/396-2574).

DON KING's DKSEN (Satellite Entertainment Network) can be
reached at 212-794-2900 and they are anxious to have licensed
downlink atfiliates increasing their'gate' at boxing and entertainment
events in the months ahead. lf you have a mobile downlink terminal,
can contract with a legitimate point of display (night club, meeting hall'
etc.) to carry event, DKSEN wants to talk with you about arrange-
ments to make you a part of their network.

Uh huh. You'l l f igure it out.

SNC SPELLS SNICK?
With only a modest amount of flubbing the ABoMestinghouse

Satellite News Channels operation came up on schedule mid-day on
June 21st. The world on Westar 4 suddenly changed, and with all of
the SNC related traffic destined to move over to Westar 5 (perhaps
even before you read this), Westar 5 will have a unique, SNC-look and
character from lhe outset.

SNC began life by feeding their national service out on horizontal
transponder 11. There,24 hours a day, are CNN-like news people
grinding out the top news stories of the hour and day. Over, and over,
and over again. lt has a distinct CNN-2 type look with the most obvious
change being that ABC and Westinghouse have apparently leaned on
some corporate sponsors to be advertisers early on.

But after the national channel service, any relationship to CNN or
CNN-2 ends. During a normal hour you can find (on W4; again, due to
change on W5) regional news feeds for 5 minutes a pop on transpon-
ders 8, 14, and 18; plus national inward bound material (largely
Washington DC) on TR 16. The regional news inserts may be the one
thing that gives SNC a Chinaman's chance of pushing Ted Turner at
all. Once you get the sequencing figured out (see report in Transpon-
der Watch, next issue) it becomes apparent that having direct satellite
access to the regional (and even local) news for Bozeman and
Anaheim and Charleston could be a very saleable product. But lthink
that perhaps SNC is missing a great opportunity with these regional
feeds.

The way lt works ls thls. The cable affiliate has a pair of receiv-
ers; one is parked on the national service and there it stays for most of
the hour. The other is parked on the regional feed transponder lor his
area. Once per hour, on cue, the national service drops otf the cable
system and replacing it is the regional feed service. This lasts five
minutes. In that five minutes cable viewers in the Pacific Northwest, for
example, get a five minute news summary from Fisher Satellite Ser'

(CONTINUED / from page 3)

a cable bird, make it available to the cable execs in an unscrambled
mode (as done in June on F4), and then figure that no cable system is
going to be dumb enough to stick the event on their cable system
without getting King's permission. Which is another way of saying
"without paying for it."

King is snaip, and his instinct is probably correct. lt he follows this
approabh, and if there are not more than a few thousand illegal bars
and clubs stealing his product in the unscrambled mode nationwide'
he can probably live with the thetts, in return for getting into millions of
additional (paying) cable homes. He is a good 'promoter' and the
cable systems liked to be promoted in this show-bizzy fashion.

SPEAKING OF SCRAMBLING
It is worth noting that one of the handicaps to working out your own

anti-scrambling device is a lack of scrambled signals in the air' full-
time. Well, over at 1 14 west we now have a pair of 24 hour per day
scrambled video services operating and you can study them at your
leisure and design your own anti-scrambling (AS) hardware. The
system in use here was also employed on several oJ the non F4leeds
oi the Holmes/Cooney fight, and it is a 'brand name' package'
Chances are you will find many opportunities to use any AS hardware
you may put together.- 

For ihose who are not sure where to start, we suggest that you
feed the video output from your TVRO receiver into a communications
receiver, and tune through the video passband starting down around
100 kHz and go up to 7.5 MHz or so. You will find a very fat (as in
strong) canier around 2.045 MHz and if you listen carefully you may
hear some horizontal and vertical sync pulses laced in there. We
suggest that you consider the possibility of building a stage or two of
vidlo amplifi6ation, peaked at the 2 + + MHz frequency you will find
vertical and horizontal sync pulses present. They, now, could be
coupled to drive your monitor or added back into the baseband video
information.

You will also find another carrier just above 7 MHz. lt will prove
easier to dicipher what it is doing, and how, by rememberinS !ha! t!9
Canadian system is 'addressable' and out there in the field the indi-
vidual desciambler boxes can be told when to allow clean video and
audio through, and when to revert back to a scrambled mode' lt takes
a'command'to get the converters into and out of a controlled situa-
tion, and that intelligence has to be transmitted someway, someplace'
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vice. Then the machinery re-cycles and the cable viewer is returned to
the national service.

That's neat for people who live in the Northwest (or whichever of
the 24 national regions). They get the best of both worlds that way. But
it seems a shame to spend 5 minutes of valuable transponder time to
telljust the people in a particular region what their latest regional news
is. lt is a double shame when you consider that we live in a highly
mobile country with something like 21"/" of the population moving
residence each year.

SNC ought to consider packaging the 24 regional five minute
newscasts into a pair of additional cable service channels. Twelve of
these five minute newscasts equal an hour, and they repeat each
hour. That way people who move to Florida (or go there in the winter)
could take at least five minutes of 'hometown news' with them oer
hour, no matter where they go. lt is sort of like having the hometown
newspaper sent to you after you move.

The SNC and CNN and CNN-2 (and network) newscasts all pretty
much cover the same national and international news. lf you watch
any one of these, you have as much of that news category as you
need. SNC does, however, have a sleeper'second level'oroduct in
their regional newscasts. Here's hoping they realize this, and work out
some way to allow individual CATV, MATV and SMATV systems to
take and use that service as suits the needs of the local audience.

TOM HUMPHRIES AND I
I first met Tom Humphries on a cold, January day in 1977. He was

working as marketing manager for a firm called Scientific Communica-
tions, Inc. (SCl), and he had traveled to Afton, Oklahoma to witness
the 'turn-on' of a proto-type six meter all steel dish designed and
constructed by a chap named Stormy Weathers, with the help of
another fellow named Tony Bickel.

Weathers and family owned a firm called United States Tower
Company (USTC), and they had been building big (as in 800 leet tall,
50 inch on a face) CATV towers for years, along with a line of heavy
duty CATV log receiving antennas, and, UHF parabolic dishes up to

IMAGE REJECTION DOWN CONVERTERS
and 3.6 - 4.2 GHz VGO's

The VCO 40 is a TVRO band osci l lator using thin f i lm
resistors on ceramic. lt is housed in a four lead TO I
package and tunes the TVRO band with less than 15 volts.
$80 singles.

The DCI 466 is an lmage Rejection Down Converter with
14db minimum image reject ion and 25db RF to 70 MHz
conversion gain. $300 singles. Send for addit ional in-
formation and quantity pricing.

INTEGRATED ELECTRONICS INC.
BOX 204, Carl isle, Mass. 01741

!- scAN iu-nn crRcurfs 
-l

NOW AVAILABLE FOR KLM I, II AND IV
Compatible with any receiver where YCO accepte
2.12 volte for tuning.
Each ecan comer individually boxed for reehip.
ment with complete inatruclionr.

20 feet in diameter. They got into the antenna business when a former
employee of mine at CADCO, Tony Bickel, had moved into their part of
Oklahoma. Bickel designed similar antennas for me at CADCO.

It was on December 1 5, 1 976 that the FCC had approved use of
cable TVRO antennas'smaller than' 9 meters in diameter. You see,
prior to that FCC action, the only cable TVRO antennas that would be
licensed were those that were at least I meters in size. And in those
days if you did not have a license for a TVRO antenna, you couldn't
operate the antenna. Not in conjunction with a cable system, anyhow.

Blckel and USTC wanted to be the first to have a six meter size
antenna on the market. They figured the $52,000 and up 9 meter jobs
could be trimmed down to under $25,000 (that's antenna cost alone!)
quite easily. ADM's 6 meter dish was not even a glint in Jamie's eye in
those days, so the under 96,000 price tag now available was lunacy to
consider.

Humphries and SCI were new in the Low Noise Amplifier game, for
the cable market. They were hoping, along with USTC, that the FCC
ruling would 'open up' the cable market. In the first year of cable use of
satellites, fewer than 75 nine meter and up TVROs had been licensed.
It turned out both USTC and SCI were right; before another year had
passed the FCC would be receiving more than 75 CATV terminal
applications per month! So here was Tom Humphries, with a couple
of proto-type 180 degree LNAs sitting around while a young engineer
from Microdyne and another hom TerraOom tried to hook up their
respective $8,000 TVRO receivers to the unpainted Tony Bickel
bronze and brass feed horn sitting in front of ine bright, unpainted
surface of the first USTC six meter dish.

We were all understandably excited when HBO and Ted Turner's
WTCG popped out of the noise. None of us noticed that when Bickel
went out to play with the feed after initial signal acquisition, he had
moved the dish around to get a ladder under the feed; and the dish
was now pointing directly into the sun. lt took about three minutes for
the unpainted 20 foot surface to collect, reflect and focus sufficient sun
energy to heat, and then melt the 21 4 type cable that was suspended
there. Bickel was undaunted. He used the melted coax as oroof that
he had designed a good reflecting surface. Weathers pointed at it as
proof that he could build an accurate surface, and Humphries won-
dered whether his hand picked LNA had survived the heat!

Tom Humphries today is President of SPACE. He is also a veteran
of the satellite TV revolution. I doubt very many others have seen as
many terminal 'turn-ons' as Tom, in as many ditferent places. From
overseeing the installation of a five meter terminal atop a g l 2,000,000
villa deep along Mexico's western coast, to hundreds of CATV and
industry'parking lot'trade show quickie installations, he has been to
and overseen them all.

Tom Humphries spent the last two weeks or so of June on Provo.
He bunked in at our TV station annex, putted around the island in a
small rented French built two cylinder vehicle, and made arrange-
ments to acquire 2.2 acres here.

Long before I met Tom, in fact more than ten years ago, he had
made a promise to himself that he clearly intended to keep. His
commitmenl was that when he reached 45 years of age, regardless of
where he might be in his business career in the states, he would stop
what he was doing, clean up his stateside affairs, and pack it otf to
some island retreat where he intended to soend the rest of his life. Last
summer he was down to visit us for ten days and I could tell he was
seriously considering moving his time table ahead a few years.

"l love Provo; thls ls a really flne lsland" he would suggest over
a cold beer. "But if a person was to wait another couple of years, it
looks like most of this island's pioneering may be over. I want to get
someplace where there are still opportunities to open a new business
and be in on the ground floor development". This summer's visit was a
bit of a shocker to Tom. The new 8,500 jet runway is nearing comple-
tion, new homes and condominiums and commercial buildings have
recently been completed, or are under construction, all over. And land
prices have continued to climb.

Tom is a water sports person. He is an accomplished Scuba diver.
He, like the Coopers, figures that if you are going to live on an island,
and you like water sports, it is kind of foolish to live 'in-land' away from
the beach. However, beach tront property is all sold and you are now
dealing with second generation (or third; fourth, etc.) owners. prices
are naturally far higher than just three years ago when we bought on
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ADV\NCED COMPONENT CONTROL

In addit ion to this brand-new l ine of advanced
equipment, Channel Master distr ibutors offer you
the advantage of low initial investment, expert
assistance, local inventories, a total system warranty,
marketing and sales support, and portable TVRO
demonstrators. And, even with all of this, dealer
cost wil l  actually be less than it  was last year!

We need new dealers
and distributors for
selected markets who
can specialize in this
new and growing
industry. Please
contact Donald Berg
for immediate
consideration.

thannel ll[astef
Div. of Avnet, Inc., C682, Ellenville, N.Y.1242A

19141 647-5000

Chonnel Moster introduces
stote- of-the-o rt m icrowove tech nol ogy.
Built  to commercial performance standards and
designed to provide the viewer with complete con-
trol and repeatabil i ty. Every detai l  of the new
Channel Master earth station receiver has been care-
ful ly considered, r ight down to the high tech
cabinet designed by an industrial designer famous
for audio component development. Easy to operate,
this receiver provides improved video performance
with such advanced features as:

r Signal and Channel Tune Meters o Automatic
Polarity Switching o Priority or Variable Audio
Tuning o Remote Control Option o Built-in Modu-
lator o Channel Scan r Full Video and Audio
Fidelity o Superior Threshold Performance.

SATSCAN is a key part of the new Channel Master
system. Using simple UP/DOWN push buttons, the
operator can change satellites at any time with
pinpoint accuracy, without leaving the house. l t
features LED digital read-out, automatic safety
shutoff, a satellite reference card, low 12 volt DC
operation, analog feedback with power-loss mem-
ory, and variable distance selection (up to 1000').

:r:
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SPACE Prery Humphrles preparlng to boald the Hegner'Whls'
o"i rrlqrti oti Provd. Tom ietthls scuba gear' cameras and most
Sitrig ftrsonal effects behlnd when he had to return to the states
Jirii" {ort to t"nd to buslness. "l shall return ' ' ' " he noted' Prob-
ably before you see thls.

the beach.- - 
ei wittt most things in life, there is a time to think.and a time to

move.Tomfiguresthitimeto move is upon him' Accordinglyjf hecan
mifi afiof tte pieces fit, he will be a full time resident ol Provo by
sometime this fill. That delights Susan and I since Tom has been a
close friend for so many yeirs. He plans to bring his home, 12 toot
Prodelin terminal wittr hiin, pleased now to see that with the new
setice ftom F3R and W4 he can expect to have more than a dozen
hioh oualitv channels of service available to him'- 

fdm is frarOly the only 'satellite'person' to come here and decide
rris iJrris Lrana.bavid Birer and wiie Phan purchased propertywhen

they were here last spring, and it turns out that David and Tom may be
quiie close neighborb; both naving zeroed in on the same section of
iiland. Others in our industry have been down and are dickering with
property owners for their own piece of coral and sand' We may end up
i,vittr quite a satellite community here before we are done!

SATELLITE RETREAT
Back in May I suggested, with tongue in cheek (some will suggest

my tongue was elsewhere), that we might qut together a one weeK
Sitelllte Retreat here on Providenciales. The loosely thought out
concept was that for perhaps 30 people or so, we would give you live
days df our time if you came down to the islands. There would be no
Uo6tns 1i.e. equiprhent displays), no sales pitches and keeping with
island lifb a fleiidb daity scheduie. I knew I could round up a couple of
really top notch industry leaders, people you can't normally g€t a.hour
or two wittr privately, and between one on one sessions with these
leaders and some fiee wheeling open discussions of the industry' the
systems we have developed and tne future we foresee coming, lfelt
ttiat we could probably make it very worthwhile for attendees to flee
the states for a week or so.

I was more than a little surprised to receive a dozen or more letters
and perhaps twice as many telephone calls (at the Fort Lauderdale
ottic6l trom people who wanted to know specifically how to sign up to
atteni. The'May mention of the Retreat concept was not your tradi'
tional 'run-it-up-ihe-flagpole and see if it flies'manuever. We had no
such devious ihoughtsbehind us' lt was clearly intended to be humor-
ous, in the face of the rhubarb over shows in general.

Well, I guess we have put out foot into it again. Several people
have told the CSD office in Fort Lauderdale that it we con't create an
'organized' Retreat, they are going to drop do.wn hele for a week'
anfhow, this winter. Faied with the possibility that the coming winter
wiliturn into a 'disorganized Retreat', all winter long, I believe it may be
intelligent to try to cram all of these visits into a single week long period
so thit those who are bent on this craziness can cross pollinate one
anolher.

So let's look at the logistics of pulling off a Satellite R€treat in the

TIEW
HIGH QUALITY, LOW COST
iiVDRAuuc ANTENNA AcTuAroR
our Antenna Actuator Features:
. ElectrlcallY conductlve hoses for

. 0T[tst%,oJ,:'' i%'of.?lLlflf n ro u n c, -

. SrX'sre dlrectlon.flow control to..
i6q-^uhti speed ls standarct on all

ANTENNA
DIRECTIONAL

Manulacturers ol Hydraulic Antenna Actuators
p.o. Box 1896 - Llma, ohlo 45802 - (419) 999'5263

o AC ?nd DC mOClelS available.
. we offer a 2 yeaf limitecl warrantv.
. oWn-e* Manuel and Instructlons

orovlded wlth each unlt.
. ideal for use wlth ADM, Hastlngs

and most other polar'mount anten'
nas.

e 50" Strok€
. 150' lead wlre to house

Dealer ancl Dlstrlbutor
Inqulrles welcome
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Turks and Caicos lslands. There are two relevent problems attached
to coming here; problems which magnify when the group starts to get
30 (or more) people large.

1) Transportatlon... normally when you decide to go some-
place you pick up the telephone and make reservations. lf you
try to do this here, you will get as far as Fort Lauderdale/Miami
and then you will be semi-stumped. We'll see why shortly.

2) Lodglng . . . and, normally when you want to visit someplace,
you call the facility or a toll free number and request reserva-
tions. This also will not work here.

There are two ways to get to Providenciales; you can fly, or you
can take a boat. An ocean going boat requires three days minimum so
we can rule that one out for most. There are no cruise shios or other
ships coming down here which have food and sleeping accomoda-
tions anyhow. Provo is not on the typical Caribbean tourist run!

Flylng. Now you have two choices again. you can fly Air Florida
from Miami to Grand Turk (three days a week at the present time), and
that takes about 80 minutes in a DC9. No question, that is the comfort-
able way to travel. However, Grand Turk is 70 miles east of provo,
and you'll spend more than two hours back tracking that 70 miles in a
12-16 seat'Tri-lslander'aircraft that at best is uncomfortable. All told,
with ground time on Grand Turk, you'll spend at least four hours
getting from Miami to Provo this way, and you are limited to a single
medium sized suitcase per person.

.Or, you can fly directly from Fort Lauderdale to provo. Right now,
today, this is done with a Beech D or H-18 aircraft. They seat g or g
people and it takes between 3 and 4 hours to make the trip. you can do

ONE WAY to get Bob Behar to vlsit you is to Install one of hls dish
systems! Bob and the tull famlly dropped into Provo early In July
to help us put the tlnlshlng touches on the new automated Hero
slx meter. We thought about holding out for one of the new Hero
7.5 meter and then declded there is always next year!
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COMMUNICATIONS

QUALITY
EARTH STATION

PRODELIN 1O'ANTENNA
.  I  PIECE FOR EASY SHIPPING .  INJECTION MOLDED FOR PRECISION

QUALITY POLAR MOUNT
. BUILT TO LAST . WORKS GREAT . COVERS ENTIRE SATELLITE BELT

CHAPARRAL POLAROTOR
. CHANGES POLARITY IN LESS THAN HALF A SECOND . FEED & LNA NEVER MOVES

DEXCEL RECEIVER
o GREAT LOOKS . GREAT PERFORMANCE . 2 YEAR WARRANTY
. DETENT TUNING . BUILT lN MODULATOR . REMOTE CONTROL

DEXCEL 120" L.N.C.
. MAKES INSTALLATION QUICK AND EASY . ELIMINATES NEED FOR

OLD FASHIONED LNA . 2 YEAR WARRANTY . BEST LNC MADE

CABLE & HARDWARE
125' CABLE WITH CONNECTORS INSTALLED & ALL HARDWARE NEEDED FOR INSTALLATION!
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COMMUNICATIONS
5201 BRIDGE ST. FORT WORTH, TEXAS 76103

(817) 451-6601

4 CONDUCTOR
ROTOR CABLE

$38so
Per 500'

UG21
..N" CONNECTOR

$23?"n
Min. Qty. 1O

F59
CONNECTORS

@0
l OO for $97s

RG59
CABLE

$3950
Per 1000'

MATCHING
TRANSFORMER
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488"""
Min. Qty.5O

2 WAY
SPLITTER

99c.n
Min. Qty.5O

CHAPARRAL
SUPER FEED

$2999"n

RG213
CABLE

$39so
$r*{S

$375oo
Model #DXA-3170

* 2 YEAR WARRANTY *

WE WILL
GLADLY SHIP TO

CANADA OR
MEXICO

- CALL FOR FREE CATALOG _

r
TYPE

ffi
nl
EF

i f l l'l ll
FI l

(4

CONCRETE ANCHORS

FOR SATELLITE ANTENNAS
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WE STOCK
DEXCEL RECEIVERS
AT FACTORY DIRECT

PRICES!

* 2 YEAR WARRANTY *
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this twice per week on a schedule; and some weeks they fly another
flight or two. I am promised that by fall, mid-tall anyhow, there will be
some slightly larger and considerably faster planes on this Fort
Lauderdale to Provo run. All three of the firms that do this sort of thing
are in an order-delivery cycle to put on I to 12 place aircraft that will
make the trip in about two hours and 15 minutes or so. These Fort
Lauderdale to Provo flights are run by what amounts to (FAA 135
certified) 'Charter' operators and that means that they can, given
sufficient notice, graduate to larger, or faster, aircratt when the de-
mand (and dollars) are there. One books 8 passenger Sabre Jet
charters while another has a DC3 available. The DC3 is an old
airplane, but it can haul 30 people or so plus alot of baggage and
cargo. However, the DC3 requires three and one half hours to make
the trip.

The present Fort Lauderdale/Provo services run pretty much full
most of the time. There is no way we could drop 30 extra people on
their schedules without creating havoc. Some careful, advance plan-
ning is a must.

The transportation problem aside (we'll look at rates shortly), that
gets us to lodging. Although several new 20-40 room hotels are
started, there are really only three facilities presently available. The
lsland Prlncess has 35 rooms open and is directly on a beautiful
beach; barely a mile from WlV. They also have a couple of meeting
rooms thatwe could use for the Retreat sessions. Life at the'lP' is best
described as 'informal'. There is no room service, no in-room tele-
phones (or television) and the tirst thing you notice when you check-in
is that there is no registration desk or otfice. Cal Piper runs it out of his
back oocket.

The Erebus is built along a ridge overlooking a Marina. They have
ten cottage type buildings which are 'rustic'. Each has a balcony facing
the ocean and you have the illusion of being hundreds of teet above
the sea. The nearest beach is about a ten minute walk.

The Thlrd Turile Inn is built around the marina which The Erebus
overlooks. lt is clearly the most fashionable of all, and the most
expensive. They have perhaps a dozen rooms and cottages available
this year, a tennis court, a beach that is five minute walk away, and
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docks and boats and tiny islands, all inter-connected with wooden
causeways.

We are talking with all three about some group rates. The'season'
here normally starts around the first of December, and if we are smart
we willget in ahead of the start of the tourist season. Waiting until after
it starts will cause greatly increased costs and headaches to come into
ptay.

What wlll lt cost? Well, we will have the numbers figured out to
the dime by the September issue. However, so you can evaluate how
it might budget into your own funds, here is a guldellne based upon
current prices:

1) You get yourself to Fort Lauderdale.
2) From Fort Lauderdale, we will arrange air transportation. Fi-

gure on $1 30 per person, each way or $260 to and from Provo.
lf you want to chance the Air Florida jet to Grand Turk, plus the
local island hopper back to Provo, the costs come out iust
about the same.

3) Lodging and food. This is the problematic area right now. We
are trying to get it done for $50 a day a person, double occupan-
cy. lf the pre-tourist season looks too good to the hotel folks,
we'll be lucky to manage it for $70 a day since they will be
unwilling to commit to a lesser bulk rate knowing they can get
the higher rate with drop-in business. lf you are here five days,
figure between $250 and $350 minimum per person.

4) Retreat Fee. lf I am going to transport a couple of expensive
people down here to make your visit here profitable for you, and
there are only going to be 30 or so on hand, the cost for each
attending to be a part of this will have to be in the $500 region.

All of this says for full Retreat attendees plan on spending $1 ,000
plus whatever it costs to get yourself to Fort Lauderdale. For those
who want to bring additional family members, figure on $500 each (no
Retreat fee).

lf that doesn't scare you away, here is what you should do. The
dates we are trying to work out are November 15-19 (14 to 20). That is
the week ahead of Thanksgiving, and a couple of weeks after the next
Rick Schneringer show in Atlanta. lf you are REALLY serious about
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The Avantek Simulchannelrv Receiver
system is now available with inte-
gral downconverter to save you space
and dollars.

With Avantek's new downconverter, in
the AR1000 Simulchanneli l  Receivins
System, you can share one downconverter
with up to f ive receivers, al l  in a single
mainframc. You've saved space over self-
contained receivers, and reduced
per-channel cost at the same t ime.

This system is ful ly compatible with your
current equipment that has LNAs
instal led on the dish. I t 's based on our
proven AR1000 video receiver, but instead
of putting the downconverter at the
dish, as we would in a new instal lat ion,
we've made it a plug-in to fit the rack-
mounted mainframe. The downconverter
occupies the f irst slot,  leaving room for
five additional receivers.

The mainframe includes touch-oad
tuning control that al lows each receiver to
be easily set to any of 24 transponder

channels. And since each receiver is a
plug-in unit, they can be added as needed.

We invite you to compare cost and
quality of adding channels any other way.
And i f  the specif icat ions confuse you,
just take a look at the picture. Then you'll
know how much you're getting for your
money.

New Optional Feature

If your receivers are located remotelv
another Avantek innovation will be of

interest. We've added "refresh memory"
to our tunins control so that if the
power is lost, the receiver memories won't
forget what channel they're tuned to.
It holds the information unti l power is
restored- up to 24 hours- so there is no
necessity to reset channel allocations.

In all, these are just some examples of
Avantek's continuing engineering
program that builds customer benefits
around sound product ideas. Avantek
is a complete supplier of products for the
CATV Industry providing state-of-the-art
electronics for quality satellite TVRO and
test equipment to maintain a quality
system.

Avantek
3175 Bowers Avenue
Santa Clara.  CA 95051
(408 )  496 -6710
Telex 34-6337 TWX 910-339-9274

O 1 982 Avantek,  Inc.
A v a n t e k  i s  a  r e g i s t e r e d  t r a d e m a r k  o l  A v a n t e k ,  I n c .
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attending, call Carole Graba at CSD in Fort Lauderdale (305-771-
0505), or drop her a note (P.O. Box 100858, Fort Lauderdale, Fl.
33310). Tell her the following:

1) Who you are and how to get in touch with you.
2) How many people would be attending (this is very important

since we have the dual, inflexible problems of adequate air
transportation seating and lodging); and of that number, how
many wlll attend the Retreat sesslons.

You need to do this prior to August 25th. Don't tell me or Susan or
anyone else; just Carole. Depending upon the response that we
evaluate the last week in August, we'll announce a 'go' or a 'no-go'
situation. Then we'll get back to you with a detailed set ol instructions,
and ask for a deposit from you.

One of the things you will have the opportunity& do, while here, is
see how we have successfully integrated off-satellite direct feeds into
a national lelevision network. Our second channel of service here on
Provo will be operational by November. We are calling it'Channel X'.
Our new broadcast center with a 200 foot transmitting tower should be
operational on Provo, linked to the Grace Bay control center and
studio and satellite complex by low cost point to point video relay. We
have a new 10 watt VHF/UHF transmitter (with built-in modulator)
package we are trying, which the supplier sells for $500. By working
with supplierssince we started down here two years ago, we have
been able to 'force' some dramatic pricing breakthroughs.

Our present antenna farm, a ten foot (SatFinder), five meter (AFC)
and six meter (Hero), is being expanded and before you read this a
new (second) Hero six meter is going in. An ADM six meter is planned
prior to November. With the new Hero antenna dedicated to interna-
tional satellites, driving some of the AVCOM special half transponder/
switchable receivers, you will be able to play with the system and see
what European, South American, African and Middle Eastern televi-
sion looks like, and how it could be married to low cost VHF terrestrial
transmitters to make the first-time television available to tens of
thousands of communities world wide.

So if you are interested in attending, let us hear from you prlor to
August 25th. lt could be a very educational and profitable week for you

COOP'SSATELLITE DICEST
as well as a heck of a vacation for those who can afford to bring family
members along. With the fantastic ocean beaches, snorkeling, scuba
diving, wind surfing, sail boating, deep water fishing, and pioneer life
style, we can guarantee you have never seen ahything quite like
Provo before!

ZEROING SOUTH
One of the pleasures associated with putting together CSD each

month is being on the receiving end ot newly discovered data relating
to satellites. Inspite of our out of date telephone system down here in
the Turks and Caicos, a few people manage to get through most days.
Some fellows down in Haiti putting in a new SA 7 meter dish got
through four times in one day recently; that was a modern day record.

When Bob Behar calls I always know that he has some exciting
news about some new spot on the globe where he and another Hero
six or five meter dish have found television. I envy what Bob is doing;
bouncing around from continent to continent putting up big, modern
terminals in Kuwait and Saudi Arabia and South Africa and Brasil. The
Brasil experience especially intrigued me since it moved east, and
south, the known llmlts of US Domsat service.

You may recall from a recent issue of CSD that Scientific Atlanta
had a contract to install 33 oflheir 7.7 melet receive-only dishes tor
Brasil's Rede Globo television network. The terminals were to be
installed by the start of the World Cup Soccer games; or prior to this
past June 13th. For reasons I doubt SA even fully understands, not
very many of the terminals got in on time. And a few of the Brasilian
telecasters scheduled to get the terminals saw their viewers getting
ready to march on the stations in something approaching armed
revolt; should the stations fail to bring in the World Cup Soccer games
on schedule.

I guess it was a little bit like the Santa Rosa, California cable
television system back in the mid 70's. The cable TV system was
pulling in a remote, Chico (Ca) station for cable distribution. 99% of the
time it was just another CBS affiliate, and not a very good one at that.
But for this particular Sunday it was carrying a locally blacked out
Forg-Niner football game, and the local team was in the play-otfs.

* STARRING * * co-sTARs *

12-60" Actuators
Reko-Fit Kils

Right-Left - Box and
Switch

On/Otf Parental Security
Boxes

Microvolt Read Out Kits
LED Read Out Kits

Wind Eraser - 60"
Manual Tracking

(Telescope Attaches to
Ouler Dish Edge to

Eliminate Wind
Wobble.)

The most advanced, accurate and dependable
r€mote programmable satellite scanning device known.

Atlaches to dish edge for maximum stability -

stoos wind wobble.

ACT f - Programmable - NZ- Tracking
ACT ll - Programmable - A/Z and LNA

ACT I and ll Feature - * 60' Actuator * Digital Read Out
* Parental On/Off Key Lock (an ACT Industry First) * 50 Programmable

Stops * Solid State * Fits All Polar Dish Mounts 9'16 Ft.
* Never Outdated * Tracks All Existing and New Satellites * Easily Mounls
,in 30 Min. * 8 Hour Memory Retention * Executive Wood Grain Cabinet.
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CALL THE NATIONAL DISTRIBUTOR NEAREST YOU
AMERICAN MICROWAVE
N O R T H  4 T H  S T . r  B O X  8 2 4

F A I R F I E L D T  I O W A  5 2 5 5 6
(s ls )  472-3174

ADVANCED ELECTRONICS
5 0 8 5  A R V I L L E  S T .

LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 89118
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Santa Rosa motels equipped with cable were booked up solid for
weeks in advance. People came by the bus loads to have a football
party. lt was clearly an explosive-packed situation.

Along towards the middle of the fourth quarter the cable system's
Chico equipment quit. When the picture tubes went dark in thousands
of TV receivers around town the well juiced up fans stared in dis-belief .
Then they rioted. Television sets were tossed by the score into motel
swimming pools. Cars were overturned in the streets. The cable
system office was beseiged, and sutfered considerable structural
damage. lt took back up police from nearby towns, and the California
Highway Patrol, to restore order.

Fortunately for SA, few Brasilians had the price of a bus ticket to
Atlanta, or there might have been a repeat performance of Santa
Rosa. A couple of telecasters took the initiative, and the roughly
$15,000 in US dollars that Rede Globo was scheduled to sDend on
their behalf for SA 7.7 meter terminals, and flew to the US. They went
straight to Hero Communications, just minutes from the Miami airport
where they loaded up on Hero six meter dishes, AVCOM receivers
and 1 00 degree LNAs. They were headed back home, with the com-
plete Hero terminals as "excess baggage" on Varig Airlines to rush
the substitute terminals into operation prior to June 13th. A Brasilian
soccer fan is one mean person when you cross him. And some of
these stations scheduled to get the terminals are located in some very
primitive areas. Denying them their long promised World Cup Soccer
was akin to telling a Cowboy entering a bar in Tombstone in 1880 that
he couldn't have a drink. atter several months on the trail.

Well, the results are now in, and a talented Hero installation
engineer who made the 20 hour flight to remote northeastern Brasil is
back with the photographic evidence. lf you want to tell your friends

COOP'SSATELLITE DICEST
dnd neighbors who live in the region near Belem in Brasil that they can
now tune in SIN or feeds to SNC or WOR (at the time on TR12 of W4)
or SPN and Galavision . . . go right ahead. The vertical transponders
on W4 are just a dB or so below threshold on a six meter dish equipped
with an AVCOM receiver and a 100 degree LNA.

The signiflcance ol this is conslderable. First of all, the Belem
area is south of the Equator. In addition to being far-far to the east of
the W4 99 west location (see map here), it is also back 'behind'the

satellite and its antenna beam. And it was not the only US satellite
seen there. Those in-use now and again COMSTAR D3 transpon-
ders, from 87 west, which are boresighted on San Juan (PR), or
transponders 4, 8, 12, 16, 20 and 24, werc a couple of dB above
threshold at this location. And as our map shows here (see where the
X and O and small squares fall), W4 is about as close to an internation-
al US DOMSAT bird as we have going for us at the moment.

With this kind of surprise and unpredicted performance, one has to
wonder whal is happening to the so-called 'sidelobes'spewing out of
the W4 transmit antennas in the opposite direction; or, back towards
the Pacific. The Hawaiian lslands, recall, are supposed to be getting
signals on their own spol beam. ls it not possible, even probable, that
vast areas of the Pacific are getting sprayed as well? We think so.
Somebody on the west coast with a transportable Luly antenna, and
suitable electronics, needs to spend a month or so touring the islands
where predicted and unpredicted services is likely.

The map presentation here has many holes in it, but with the
addition of the eastern Brasil data, we are at least beginning to
establish the llmlts of servlce for W4. None ot this tits the Western
Union FCC-filed boresight map coverage, of course. And we checked
with some sources to see whv.
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THE SPACE-VU U
East-West Hands-On Locator

Relay operated,
fuse protected,
motor control unit
specifically designed
for the Retro Fit Kit
and ADM Retro Drive.

Wholesale Dealer Price:
$75.00

THE BEINO FIT KIT

E
Wholesale Dealer
Price Roll-Back

I-$170
Io-$rss
2s-$r45

YOUR ANTENNA 'ACK

Includes motor, eouplings, mounting brockets,
instructions. Quontity discounts ovoilable.
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What we found is a little disturbing. The maps Western Union filed

with the FCC are, well, 'adapted'from a set of maps provided for our
inspection. The maps provided lo us were originated at Hughes'
where the W4 bird was built. The Hughes maps are highly precise W4
transmit antenna patterns, down to the no-signal (O dBw) contour
lines. They'puddle'with splotches of coverage here an-d there. One of
the 'here' iocations settles over the locations shown in Brasil. Hughes
had predlcted thls would be the case with their initial antenna range
tests; Western Union, in making 'quickie' maps for their FCC filing'
appears to have dropped out all of these 'splotches', so their FCC
niaps woutd be nice and clean. I'm sure there is some engineer who
can justity hand selection of antenna test range contours to suit an
FCC inspection. But I doubt the hand selection in the FCC filed maps
was done by an engineer; I suspect it was done by a WU corporate
attorney who prefered that the FCC not know about the broad' even
expansive coverage of W4 (and now W5).

Having established, by checking the original Hughes. antenna
range tesi conlours, that W4 could be expected to put a slgnal into
easlern Brasil, I next checked on the signal level expected there' The
'splotch' fit over the Belem region, but alas the contour service level
did not. Hughes had expected there might be 10 to 12 dBw signals
there. The Behar/Hero results suggests the contours are closer to 22 -

24 dBw. Not quite enough for a high performance six meter to elimin-
ate the sparklies, but still a very viewable picture.

The message here is clear. FCC filed maps are' at best'
estimated projections of service contours. For not only domestic birds'
but Intelsat birds as well. In the case of domestic birds' it is apparent
that somebody goes through the process of 'cleaning up' the maps
before they make those nice, pretty, FCC filed maps. In the publishing
business, we call this process 'editing', I doubt the FCC would be as
charitable if the 'omitted' service levels happen at some point years
from now to cause some foreign nation to park a bird over the equator
and attempt to serve the opposite side of the equator from a location
that is essentially the same as a US domsat bird looking 'north'. l'd
hate to try to sit a bird at 99 west and cover Brasil with a boresight
designed-for that purpose. On paper, it would work. In the field' we

now know that the Brasilian bird would have to fight W4 to get a useful
picture into northern Brasil.

This report is not, however, a fault-finding exercise. I commend
Western Union for making it possible for people in sbme pretty remote
portions of South America to now have television; US television, at
that. lf I had a few weeks to spare, a couple of thousand extra bucks,
and spoke fluent Spanish, I'd have my 12 foot Luly antenna and a
good receiver and LNA into boxes so fast Susan would wonder where
lwas going. Then I'd spend sufficent time criss-crossing all along and
north of the Equator in that portion of South America that does not
border on the Caribbean. When I finally returned home, l'd have
sufficient orders tor six meter terminals to keep me busy for several
years to come. And that's where the poineering stlll is in this busi-
ness. Today, South America; tomorrow, the Pacific!

CASSY-ANTENNAS
There was an article appearing in the June 1982 issue of the'educational portion' of SatGulde proclaiming the virtues of a new

Cassegrain design antenna introduced recently by a major (as in big
name) manufacturer. They basically said that their'10 foot (3 meter)
antenna was so revolutionary in design that it had performance equal
to other 4.5 meter antennas. I would normally take such claims with
less than a grain of salt. But, because of the company involved, I
decided to see what new magic they have uncovered after all of these
years.

Antenna black magic is real. The results (or lack of same) from the
SPTS antenna shoot outs are evidence that some people are better at
collecting electrons from the sky and focusing those electrons at a
feed point; than other people. But there are some basic laws of
physics involved which cannot be dismissed lightly. A really good
prime focus fed antenna (the kind that places the feed at the front of
the antenna, with the LNA and feed mounted out there in space) can
achieve 55% efficiency. Anything better than that is probably
measurement error. A ten foot surface, 55% etficient, equates to 39.5
dB gain, and anything claimed greater than that, for a prime focus
antenna, is measurement error (*).

SPUN STEEL DISH
PRECISION SPIN PROCESS GIVES US
BETTER PERFORMANCE THAN OUR OtD
I O' FIBER GLASS. SPUN FROM I O2'' OF
I6 GAUGE STEEL, PAINTED WHITE,
COMES CO'IIPLETE WITH POIAR, ffIOUNT,
HAND CRANK, AND tNA 'IIOUNT.

One Time Somple 1645

1645
$ 5 9 5

(Dishes stack - 10 can be hauled in a
pickup with mounts)

Lots of 3

Lots of l0

l2 Volt Power Drive

34 Volt Power Drive

34 Volt Power Supply

i l 8 0
$ I 8 0

r30 30Vo less wind load than our old 10'

DH SATEILITE TV
P.O. Box 239

3" OD locally acquired pipe set
concrete. Complete system can be

Proir ie du Chien, Wisconsin 53821
PH. (6081 326-6705

h.auled, assembled, on a pickup.

fibei glass with better performance.
in
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By stocking More ltems Than Ever Before,
We've Dramatically Cut Your Price And

DeliveryTime On Firm Orders.

DEXCEL D)(P 11OO STEREO SATELTITE SYSTEM

The DXP 1100 stereo system is the latest in state-of-the-art satellite communication
components from Dexcel. The system consists of the DXR 1100 receiver and the
Dexcel Low-Noise Amplifier,/Downconverter, designed for audio and video reception
superior to standard earth facilities. The DXP 1100 is an advanced-technology satel-
lite system that offers versatility, easy installation, and optimum reception perform-
ance. Comes complete with built-in modulator and 125 ft. of cable and connectors.

NEWPRODUCTS: The NEW DEXCEL DXP-I100 RECEIVERwith built-in STEREO
ARUNTA #314 & #316 STEREO PROCESSOR
SAT.TEC 2OOO

DISTRIBUTOR OF: ADM / ARUNTA / AUTO-TECH / AVANTEK ,/ AVCOM ,/ CHAPARREL /
DRAKE / COMTECH / DEXCEL / LULY / PILOT.VIEW / SAT-TEC /
STANDARD / VECTOR,/ VIDARE / WASHBURN / andmore

NO COST ORDERING: To ensure the QUICKEST DELIVERY, use our TOLLFREE NUMBER,
stx DAYS A WEEK . (800) 833_4485
For prices or technical information call us at (518) 283-00g8.

Complete Residential & Comrrrercial Systems. We Will Tatlor A Paclcagle To Meet Your Needs.

NATIONAT SATEITITE COMMIJMCATIONS
Plaza 7 . latham, New York 12110 . (518) 283-0088



DEALER SPECIAL
s995.OO
(rN sTocK)

1O'  h igh qual i ty  f iberg lass d ish,  polar  mount  wi th
desclination built in, plus LNA mount with wabble plate
to put LNA dead center of dish.

We also manufacture 12' and 16' dish systems.

WE ARE THE FACTORY...BUY DIRECT.

HATILTOI{ SATEILITE SYSTETS
Box 36

Stearns, KY 42647
(606) 376-8781
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Or

A really good Cassegrain fed antenna ( a Cassy antenna has a
small metal disc where the feed is normally found, with a prime focus
antenna; the disc collects the the signal that is tocused on it from the
main reflector surface, and then re-directs the endrgy back towards
the center of the dish. This allows you to mount the real feed and LNA
at the dish ref lectorsurface, or behind i t .) .  .  .  can add 1.1 dB addi-
tional gain to that 55o/o etficiency. That says a really f inely tuned Cassy
3 meter or ten foot antenna can have 39.5 plus 1.1 or 40.6 dB gain.
That also works out to an efficiency ot78"/"lor lhose taking noles. And
anything greater than that is measurement error.

So along comes this Brand 'H' antenna that says they can achieve
gains in the same realm as a 4.5 meter (15 foot) with a ten foot,
because they have created a break through in antenna technology.
Naturally I was curious about how they might do this.

The first thing that disturbed me was the way they got their material
into print. lt seems that they flew invited editorial wrilers to Florida to
see their product. Years ago in the radio station business they called it
payola when the jocks got booze or girls or albums or outright cash
gifts in return for playing some promoter's records. Alan Freid, the
famous jock whose life story later became a film, eventually died
because people in places of authority discovered he was hyping
certain record releases in return for payola. Getting a free airplane trip
to Florida, being wined, dined and lodged by a company that wants
you to write nice things about their revolutionary breakthrough in
antenna technology would certainly put the editor in a tight spot. I
mean, after you accept their hospitality, and you then discover that
they want you to print a company written report on their antenna . . .
what do you do? Fortunately I didn't have to make that decision since
company 'H' wisely did not invite me to attend. I guess they knew
before hand how I could be expected to react. l'm the guy that blew lhe
whistle on RCA in 1978 when lfound out they were having bad control
problems with F2. Am I'm the same guy that blew the whistle on HBO
getting cozy with Western Union in 1978 when HBO was trying to do
an end run on RCA. I'm not easily influenced by corporate giants,
which is possibly one reason why I live on an island.

Anyhow, so this highly tainted article is now in print and out there
are hundreds of people who don't understand a blue dB and a red dB.
You can tell the red ones from the blue ones only when you use a color
cathode ray tube on a spectrum analyzer; just in case you are in-
terested in such trivia. The red ones add signal and the blue ones take
it away, but that is another story. And the same people who don't know
the difference betweem red and blue dBs are now running about
carrying the misconception that you can do amazing things with three
meter antennas and actually get 4.5 meter performance from a sur-
face only 66.66% as big as 4.5 meter aperture. Some of these people
manufacture antennas, and they undoubtedly saw this tainted article
and immediately ran to their own antenna experts to ask how they
could get 4.5 meter performance out of their own 3 meter surfaces. I
suspect that the first twenty antennas sold by company'H' will have
ended up in the hands of would-be-competitors who have by now
carefully measured and cross measured every possible distance and
angle and protrusion on the super-hot 3 meter company'H' antenna.
Probably in Omaha we'll see at leasl six competitive 3 meter surfaces
that make the same claims that company'H' made in their SatGuide
(et al) article. Afterall, who could question the integrity of a company as
big as 'H'?

Well, I did some more checking. Several things done by 'H' in their
comparison of their ten footer against a non-specific 15looter caught
my eye. First of all, they claim their ten footer is very low noise. Noise
or antenna temperature is not something we talk about very much in
the home TVRO field. Possibly because nobody but Taylor Howard
and Clyde Washburn and Tom Humphries even understand how it
works. But the fact is that every antenna has a noise temperature, or
factor, of its own. You can measure antenna noise just like you can
measure LNA noise. However, antenna noise can change by simply

'- lnactual tact, there are those who have demonstrated up to
650/o efficiency wlth a prime locus feed. Prodelln, Andrew are
among those who have achleved this. Reasonable talent can
achieve 55olo efficiency and it has become the industry 'stan'

dard'. Exceptional talent, and holding you nose iust right, can
reach 650lo efflclency; prime focus.

r]ltctote West
WGsl Coosf lor Nolionol Microtech

Available NOW !
Dealerships

DistributorshiPs
Cal l  CCTLLECT

f  o r  f  u r t h e r  i n f  o r m a t i o n

(8O5) 922'8296

FERRITE ISOLATORS

3.7 to 4.2GHz
60 dB isolation!

lnsertion loss 1 dB nominal

Avcom can also supply your needs for

c 2,4,  and 8 way power d iv iders
. D. C. Powerblocks
.  Feedl ines and cable assembl ies

AIrcOM
500 Resarch Road. Richnond. VA 23235.804/794-2500
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pointing the antenna at a different part of the sky. lf you stick the
antenna down at a low look angle, for example, yori will start to
€legrade the REAL antenna noise temperature by piiking up earth or
terrestrial noise. Remember the earth itself is a noise source; in the
(ust under) 300 degree (Kelvin) region. lf you get the antenna to kick
over and look squarely at the horizon, you'll end up with an antenna
temperature close to 300 degrees.

Now I have been told, by a person who's facts are seldom screwed
up, that the folks at 'H' saw fit to crank their comparison 4.S meter
antenna over to a 5 degree look angle to make their antenna noise
measurements. Then they cranked their 3 meter super_hot antenna
straight up, into the cold, black sky to make their own antenna noise
measurements. That's like comparing the weather in Miami Beach
with the weather in Nome, Alaska in the middle of January. Of course
my friend could have had his facts screwed up on this particular part of
loq .l' developed such amazing test comparison'numbers, but I
doubt it.

Then I'm told that they put a 120 degree LNA on the 4.S meter
comparison antenna, and a substantiallt better LNA on their own
antenna. lf that is true, here we are comparing Nome and Miami
Beach. again. I'd expect that kind of monkey business out of a guy in
lowa, but not somebody with a good reputation.

lcould go on but lthinkyou may be getting the picture. I hope the
people who have bought this fantastic a me[er replacement for 4.5
meter. aregetting a picture. lf you throw away the hard core hype, the
questionable measuremenVhype techniquei employed to make their
product look good, and the freebee trips to Florida f6r the editors thatpublished their'pap', you will eventually come to the conclusion that'H'is building a good surface. But I seriously doubt it is even 0.1 dB
better than the best of those already on ihe market, and I hope
somebody brings one to Omaha and the SPACE gathering so Mii<e
Gustafson and Jack Trollman can run it through it5 paces. lf ,H' has
l"^yrlIrl the laws of physicg and they are getting such amazing
penormance out the the red dBs and are somehow canceling the blu6
dBs. in the process, l'll eat the colored CRT on somebody's ipectrum
analyzer.

LNA THEFT
Ok you guys. Whoever is responsible for the rash of LNA thefts

nationwide has got to stop being such a dispicable person. Or per-
sons, in case this is an organized ring.

Now severaly€ars ago when LNAs cost an arm and a leg, I could
see where the mid-night LNA supply team might be tempted tlo charge
about the qoy!!ry side putting cabte headends out oi operation 5y
swiping their LNAs (and feeds as well since the two are usually bolteil
together). But come on fellows, with LNAs now priced so lbw that
suppliers practically pay you to carry them off, what possible econo-
mrc.advantage can lhere be to gefting up in the middle of the night,
driving 50 miles to some farmer's cow pasture, and braving belng
gored by the biggest Brahma bull in the county, just to lift somi cabl6
or private terminal LNA??? lt just doesn't make any sense!

l'll tell you-what is going to happen to you if you ieep this up. you
ar€ going to force people to take drastic steps to protect their hard-
ware. Losing the LNA is not the problem; they are so cheap nobody
minds.shelling out 91.98 to replace them. Buiwhen you rip'off some
guy's LNA, you deprive him of the opportunity to seir Monty python
chase the Holy Grail or watch Max Robinson d-rinking his fouhn ghss
of tomato juice. And that hurts!
.. Now I understand that people are actually converting prodelin and

other 4.5 meter dishes from prime focus to Cassy feeds. Here they are
getling .Bob Luly to modify his feeds that normaliy go out with theLuly
12 foot Umbrella antennas, hacking holes in the 6e-nter of 12 to 15 foot
surfaces and shoving the Luly created ,cheapy-Cassegrain-feed' into
ne nore so they can stick the LNA in a locked box at the back of the
dish..You are putting alot of people to very unproductive labor and if
you. keep it up this industry is going to lose man hours it cannot
replace. And with Jack Valenti breaihing down our back, we can't
afiord to mess around replacing LNAs and cutting holes in prime focus
led reflectors. We need to be putting in new dishes every day; not
going out and repairing previously installed installations.

Keep this up and this industry will be in real trouble. you have been
warned. Quit screwing up a good thing.

ATELLITE
TELEVISIcIN

SYSTEMS

A carefully designed and manufactured top of the
line 1 1' Parabolic Dish antenna with what we think
the heaviest polar mount with built in or adjustable
Declination. Every effort has been made to insure
proper performance of this antenna with the cus-
tomer's interest in mind.

L$,,ffitfi:'r':r,,
S T R I B U T O R SA N U F A C T U R E R S
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BAIT AND SWITCH
What follows will probably cost me a big advertiser. But enough is

enough.
Last fall at Anaheim's SPTS gathering we saw Boman Industries

first appear in public. They otfered a number of hardware ilems, such
as an antenna, an LNA and a receiver. All had one thing in common; a
$399.50 price tag. I was not impressed with their antenna (which a
representative admitted to me was an inferior product design which
they would not repeat again after selling the initial lot of 100), and the
LNA pricing in particular caused a ruckus. lt turned out that, at the time
of the November SPTS, Boman had no real delivery source worked
out for LNAs. They were selling a product which they didn't have. The
last word I had at the show was that they were 'thinking about' going to
Korea to get LNAs manufactured. I couldn't think of any LNAs that had
ever been manufactured in Korea. No slight on the Koreans; they just
don't have that technology, yet.

Next Boman showed up at the Winter CES Show in Vegas. I didn't
attend, but read a couple of trade press reports where a Boman
person was quoted as saying that they expected to move 10,000
home terminals in 1982 (a reasonable number for a single firm). The
same person quoted also said that Boman would be selling home
TVRO systems via Sears and Roebuck. I did some checking on that
one and got a "Boman Who???" response from Sears.

And then Boman asked to advertise in CSD. I said no. I felt the
evidence was starting to suggest marketing techniques which certain-
ly wouldn't do the industry any good. They could sell their 10,000
systems in 1982 without any assistance of CSD.

That was when the top Boman guy contacted me. He aked why I
objected to their advertising, and I told him. He disclaimed any know-
ledge of the Sears quote, said that they 'hoped' to sell 10,000 home
systems in 1982 and promised to modify their advertising so as to not
mis-lead dealers. They did, but the modification made left something
to be desired since it still suggested that you could go to them and
purchase a slngle LNA, or slngle (complete) receiver or a single
(complete) antenna for $399.50 each. I then requested that they redo
the advertising copy to reflect the complete package price. They did
this with their May issue advertisement; it told readers that for
$1797.50 (distributor prlce) you would get a package ot items. The
advertisement told you what was included in the package. Then
Boman changed their advertising layout for June (and July) and went
back to a $399.50 ("Your Choice") headline with a 'Distributor Price'
identification.

They had also worked out their LNA sourcing problem, and in
March shipped down to me for evaluation one of their (120) units. lt
turned out to be an Avantek LNA and we'll tell you how it works in a
couple of issues. Boman probably has had more to do with the latest
(1 982) round of LNA price drops than any other supplier, and since I
am wedded to the concept of bringing pricing down on quallty, home
packages, I certainly cannot and do not fault them tor that.

Now comes a letter and a few teleohone calls. The letter is from a
dealer who calls himself "Heaven Above Satellite Systems" and he
operates our of Worcester, Massachusetts. Robert Leclerc runs their
shop and part of what he wrote on June 1 6th to Boman Industries goes
as follows:

"Bait and Switch used to be a term generally describing the
practices of Sears & Roebuck. However, lt seems your com-
pany has adopted this tactlc in its latest series of advertlse.
ments."The enclosed copy ot an ad which you placed in Video Product
News (June 1982), and also the exact same ad in Coop's Satel.
lite Digest, would lead me to believe that we are dealing with a
reputable company."Yesterday when we called to order one of your SR-800 receivers,
we were told by your sales person that you did not have any of
these and they were made by an outside company. Also that he
was not sure if or when you would get any more and that the unit
was being replaced by the SR-8008 at a cost of $599.50.
"We are interested in buying a unit so as to check its performance
on our systems so that we might consider including it in our low
cost TVRO packages in the future. The gentleman who spoke to
us did not want to discuss the availabilitv of the SR-800 and did not
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seem to know very much about your business in general. We then
switched subjects and asked forlnformation on yoiur polarity selec-
tor. He stated that he had never heard of such a unit'and that it did
not show on his literature."We are not sure of the total scope of Boman Industries but it does
pl_lgge wgll that yourown employees do not know what lt is you
have for sale. We are also surprised that Goop,s Satelllte Dlg'est
would accept such an ad without checking on its creditability.ii i;
fact, the SR-800 receiver is now or will be-available in the fuiure at
ll]_e_:!aleq.F99.50 price, we woutd be interested in purchasing a
singte unit for test and evaluation,'.

. On the surface, one gisgruntled dealer who asked for distributor
(m€urmum discount) pricing for a single unit, and was refused, would
narory be cause to condemn Boman. A sales person, probably taking
8 to.l0 calls per hour, hearing from a person who wanied to buy one o"fthe least expensive receivers for the maxlmum dlscount prlde could
also be pardoned for not showing greater salesmanst ip'"nO "ninr-
siasm. However, there have been-olher subtle and not so subtle signsof Rgman's apparent corporate policy of skating on the thin ice.

At the most recent SpTS type show, in Fort Worth, Boman man-
aged to decorate their out-front roadside trailer mounted antennas
with more of the $399.50 ,,your choice,, headlines. STTI's Bick
Src^hneringer tried to.get Boman to (1) move out of tne iront steps witn
1-lr lllit"f: since rhey fad ([e said) not been assigned that spot,
1,11 !3.1^:1k" down rhe signs. Boman finaly agreed ro cover up the
srgns.wttn targe chunks of paper but we all know it rained and the windorew.tn Fort Worth, and pretty soon the brown paper chunks tore offIne srgns betow and once again the world saw the $399.50 pricing.

Schneringer wanted the-signs covered up because fre f'eft ifr6ywere mis-leading. They didn,t tell the would-tje buyer that he had t6DUy ug quantities to buy at that price, and in some cases the item with
me $gn was not the item being offered for the $399.50 (distributor
price) amount. The matter.of the big signs out front came up in aquestion and answer session I conductled at the close of th; Fort
!^o!tr s!ow; plainly, those whowere dealers *er"uery upset that thesrgns were out there in front of the show.
_ lf one assumes that all oJ the hardware pieces for a complete tenfoot terminal can now be collected for undei gl eOO [t cany, and if oneassumes that the installed price for such a terminal varies between
$299_5 and $4995, it is cleai thal there is more thani genfle mark_uppossible. lt is therefore no surprise to see some of the irore inteiligent
buyers shopping for the best iJiscounted prices they can find. lt is-one
mrng ro drive across town to s^ave $2-on a $10 purchase; and quite
something else to save $2,000 on a $4,000 puichase
-,,^l-d,o_1ol?nuY the defensive position that'Aoman and other sup_prers rtnd themselves in. Anybody can say anything on a telephone.
Anybody can spend $'t0 to'havd some fbrmil Ouiiness staiionaryprinted, and often that is all it takes to get a fat discount on a ,trial/

9y1|^11'-q TVIO receiver (or LNA or anr-enna). I'd hare to try to hire a
::.c:lt^:lt?_. .rjaff to cope with ail of rhis. I'd hare to see mys6tf havingcu pnces.to the lowest possibJe level, cutting into profit'margins sdseverely that I had to cut back on the ,quallty, of sales peo-pte 1Oypaying less than fair market value for help). So6ner or latei, no'wev'eiwhen-y.ou trim prices too much, you end d[ having to trim overhead as
y-e!! y,9u..l[o end.up having io take unirs, tnai Vo, perhaps,mis-
priced' initially, off the market.

I note that in tbe June and July issue of CSD the Boman advertise_ment still lists a 3300 model (3.3 rireter) 4 section dish for 9399.50. Themounr ts e)ilra. I also note that they have introduced a 3000 series
:lhgllt^o:rympressed'8 piece,3 meGr antenn". if,e price on this oneis $499.50; distributor level of course. All ot tnis susslsL that Bomanmal9e paying a price for being the least expensiv6-fid on the block.
^^_Checklng out the last nut ind bolt on every proOuJt actvertised in
9j^o::::l l_"th, and, checkins out the fuilii;i;integrity of every
::':_t p]lll?y99 of every adverriser is of course impossibte. r depeni
y.?or,r plters and telephone calls, like the one frorh Robert Leblerc
fl:l f p?-Ty!! on my own gut intuition which is backed up by havingDoen In this business since before it was a business.
^^Ii!:q.ldy"rtising, in any pubtication, there is i Gaveat Emptor,
ll?T.^, !-"_b!V"r must not o_nty ,beware,, but he is also responsibte lornow n€ represents hlmself to the seller. I noted a coupie of issuesback that John Ramsey of Sat-Tec has tackleO ttris prodtem head-on
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by allowing a discount to a 'bonafide' dealer for a one piece purchase.
It is not a big discount (far larger ones are available for quantity
purchasing), but it recognizes that dealers do need to evaluate a new
piece of equipment before lhey commit themselves to a quantity of
units. I am not aware that Boman recognizes the same problem, with a
solution. lf they have already resolved this one, that's fine. lf they have
not, they should.

Boman comes into the TVRO world from the auto sound world.
That happens to be a very competitive, dog-eat-dog selling environ-
ment, and I suppose that selling habils learned in that type of field are
difficult to shake when you enter a new selling world. They are bound
to ruffle a few feathers, and they are also likely to adapt their own
selling techniques to those that are more in keeping with the traditions
of home TVRO terminals as time goes on, and they stay in this
industry.

The bottom line on all of this is that I wanted you to know that we
continue to be responsive to reader problems with equipment sup-
pliers, and that in the instance cited here we have been aware of some
of the built-in-Boman-marketing problems from the outset. I don't want
to deny them access to the industry marketplace by unilaterally decid-
ing that they can't use CSD pages. By the same token, I don't want
them 'using'the industry either. lt is a ditficult growth phase for all of
the industry, and each of us should keep this in mind when buying or
selling equipment.

NASTY STUFF
One day last fall, a friend of mine lost a pair of TVRO antennas.

They were advanced prototype antennas approximately 7.5 meters in
size. They had been built, under contract, to be shipped outside the
United States to a destination where US domsat reception was the
project goal.

The two antennas were shipped to a freight foruvarding agent; a
firm that has a reasonably good reputation for properly handling items
entrusted to them. There, they disappeared. Naiurally claims were
filed, and my friend pulled out his remaining hair because these had
been specially configured antennas for a special purpose. Becreating
them, even with insurance loss money (if it came) was going to take a
great deal of careful engineering time. You don't pop out a quali$ 7.5
meter antenna overnight.

Then one day the two antennas came back to the surface again.
They acted, for the world, as if they had simply dropped into a crevice
and disappeared from sight for a few months. They were intact, and
apparently ready to resume their journey. In the interim, nobody could
'prove'where the missing antennas were, or where the fault was for
their loss. My friend found himself fighting a losing battle with insur-
ance companies who didn't want to pay off because the disappear'
ence could not be substantiated. Had the antennas been knocked
down by a fork lift and disintergrated, the claim would have been
straight foni/ard. Two very large antennas disappearing was another
matter.

Initially my friend was pleased, even elated, to have his antennas
back. His customer had moved on to another supplier in the interim,
since like most customers, he needed his antennas 'yesterday'. But
my friend was eventually able to find a couple of new buyers for the 7.5
meter antennas, and today they are providing excellent service at a
location far outside of the CONUS area.

Then my friend began to hear rumblings about a new 7.5 meter
antennafrom anotherfirm;one, itturned out, that had no real previous
TVRO antenna experience. Getting from no experience to a 7.5 meter
antenna that was capable of performing is no small step. That's like
building a full scale Space Shuttle bird without ever building a mock up
or model. So my friend, just a little suspicious as to how this new firm
might have gotten into the antenna field without passing an engineer'
ing test, did some investigating. What he has turned up, and what I
have turned up on my own (1, too, love a good mystery!) will one day
make fascinating reading. Basically, it appears to both of us, each
doing independent sleuthing, that while the two antennas were'lost',
somebody was painstakingly measuring every truss and strut and bolt
hole on the antennas. One was apparently assembled, perhaps
tested in the real world, and then disassembled. This was evident
when the missing pair resurfaced one day.

Itthis conjecture holds up in court, itwill be upto the courtto decide
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l::lTily_"l damage shoutd be assessed for industriatsabatoge.
.r ne cnme, in this case, was the apparent bribing of a freight foruvaid-
ing cgap_aly emptoyee who was iatked inro ,fSsind a fair of 3500pound, 25 foot reflectors and support hardware. nnl tnen bonowing
the product long enough for the antennas (or at leist one ot theanrennas) to be carefully measured and copied. All of this becomes
:yig1lyh.?n one comp_ares rhe product of a new firm seiling in thetrerct wtth -the original 7.5 meter advanced prototypes whiifr dis_ap_Beared for g0 daysor so. And if that was not sutfici6nt (,circumstan-
crar ) evictence, there is a trail of sloppy papenrvork the ,bonowers, left
behind as.they moved the missin!'dnienna (s) from point to point
during their 90 day "antenna-napping".

.. I know. Peoplesteal things, iddasin particular, every day. Most ofth_o^sewho.engage. in this type oI ,white collar' crime getaway scott free
srnce this type. of thievery is either impossible to prove or the firm thatexpenences the theft is in an awkard position of fearing adversepublicity. So usually even those who are caught get off witfrout beintprosecuted.

. And I am not so sure that this case will wind up any differently. In
laCt. I feaf that those who liftcd tho rlocian ^+ -., r,r^J'l h^,, ..,^- , E

IIETWt|NKI fear that those who lifted the design of my friinO;6 t aiO_*on z.s
::f:r$r!4;6#;r;11,5",;'Jl,i:il1J1"":i';::'S;i3ii;iAFFITTATTS ITIAI{TXII

National Microtech wants dealers
interested in one-day rentals of
Earth Stations. Up to $1200 per
day. 10 engagements per month
possible. Join our network now.

Call today

Tlf ,lfll,!".e of .operations outsidi,;f rre 0sn, and ir misht b6ormcuit (or impossible) to get their localjurisdiction to prosecutelhem.
uilil, I greves me to see someone like my friend get stuck in thismanner. My friend is a craftsman with great jride in his proOucts. iehas paid his dues to this industry, and-while he won,t get many highmarks for his business ability, hd will always get my voie for hdneiiy

and superb engineering common sense.
. . . And so I would like to put those who perpetrated this act on notice.
Ar reasr one ot you appears.on our GSD subscription list. I hope you
are perspiring just a tad at this point wondering it ioop is aUout io s'peltyour name on the nexl line.

I am tempted. Very, very tempted. But no, I have a better idea.
..^..'_ty._o_rlg do my heart good to have you, ,without pressure,and ,by
your own freewill and honor', pick up the telephone and call my frienci.
.T$l it.*:119 do my hearr even more good io have you teil mi friend
Inat you reaily feel terrible about what you did and that you would like
to make amends. My friend knows who you are, as do l, and he won,t
De too shocked to hear from you.
__ l'll leav.e up to you, the perdon who,s name lwon't spell out on thisnext lne, thts month, and my friend, to work it all oui. I'm sure you
would rather do that than to see your name appear on ,the next
line'. . . . . in a future month,s CSD.
THE WOR SHIFT
_^ _Tl9 pglggn responsible for orchestrating the WOR shift from F3R,
I!17 to w4, TRle get! m.y nomination'for ran"jing rhe satesprogram over on RCA's F4. Inept. Really, badly, inep1.

First there was the confusion over when WOR wduld be moving.
flg_ep in mind that WOR is one of those ,retuctani sujJr stations; tik-e
WGN- They have no legal control over their signafJice it leaves theWorld Trade Center Towers in downtown ruy6. Eastern Microwave
is-the Common Carrier, licensed bythe FCC, to In me WOn iignaf out
of the public ainrvaves and spirit it about the usA via tenestriar micro-
wave, and satellite. Eastern Microwave is one of those cable industry
firms that makes its dollars by carrying to cable systems signals which
the cable system cannot rec-eive, iirjctty, with a'n antenna hung on atower just outside of town.
_ lt is Eastern that tagged WOR as ,,The Nation's Station',. lt isEastern that makes the ten cents (or less) per cable subscriber whenWOR gets into a new home, via satellite oi terrestriafmicrowave. tt isEastern that stood to lose, the most, if WOn cjUfe caniage (via
sateilite^Jeed) dropped from over 4,OOO,OOO homes to around
1,000,000 after the F3R ro W4 shift. I'd hate to be in cnarge ot OeciOint
which overhead to trim when mysatellite monthfy groJs-droppeO ti-;
over $400,000 to around g100,000 in a sptit sd"6nA-
. . So here is Eastern telling the cable universe ,not io panic' and , notIojose tne taith', and, .not to drop WOR' in Eastern cable trade press
adveftising, the week before. the big move. Here is Eastern tetting
everyons that the move would take place on the 3Oth of June, with thEnew Cable Health Network due to take over on the F3R transponder
on July 1st.

And here is Eastern buying time on WOR, on June 27th and 28th.
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telling viewers that WOR was not disappearing, 'only'changing salel-
lites. And here is Eastern urging viewers who will miss WOR on their
cable systems to contact their cable systems to urge them to 'continue

carrying WOB'.
lf the Eastern satellite cable atfiliates were depending upon the

announced, and trade press published, June 30th cut off date for
WOR service on F3R, they must have been quite surprised when at
2PM ET on June 29th the RCA Vernon Valley uplink dropped the
WOR feed during a station break and substituted a slide that probably
confused the hell out of the average viewer. lt said that WOR had been
moved. I suspect Eastern pulled this 'early bail out' to get the attention
of viewers, hoping that they would in turn bury the cable atfiliates with
questions about the loss of WOR.

That's a pretty dangerous ploy. I am reminded of one of the
classic events of the television broadcasting business, back in the mid
1950's. A UHF television broadcast station, poineering UHF in New
England, was losing money every minute it was on the air. lt faced the
circular problem of having poor programming, which attracted few
viewers, having few viewers which attracted few or no advertisers,
which in turn meant they had no money with which lo buy better
programming. To attract more viewers.

Having tried eveflhing they could think of, and reduced to running
1932 movies in prime time (they also couldn't get a network affiliation),
they finally reached a jumping off point. So they asked thenselves'ls it
possible that we are broadcasting to ourselves; that NOBODY is out
there watching us???'. Having already decided that only an act of
desperation would save the station, they started their prime time
movie with an announcement:

"The first viewer to call the station will be awarded $100".
And they rolled the movie. The telephone did not ring. Thirty

minutes went by, and the phone did not ring. They broke the movie
again, and upped the ante:

"The flrst viewer to call the station will be awarded $200".
Back to the movie. And no teleohone.
They repeated this four times, finally reaching $1,000. Still, the

telephone did not ring. They confirmed that the telephone was, in-
deed, working. Nobody, but nobody, was watching them. Nobody at
a l l !

Whoever thought up the quick bail out campaign for Eastern,
putting together some poorly created last minute commercials to air
on WOR, and concocting the slide that replaced regular WOR prog-
ramming at 2 PM ET on June 29th, faced the real possibility that he too
was going to bomb. To be sure, people have, do, and will, watch WOR.
But to expect viewers to Innundate their local cable systems with
complaints, especially after confusing the viewers with an explanation
that only a satellite engineer would understand (something about not
having primary contract rights on Satcom F3R and having to make a
temporary move to Westar W4, after which they would move to
Westar W5) showed extremely poor contact with reality.

Pity. I always liked WOR. For brief hours it even showed signs of

programming genius, every now and again. Eastern may have lost nol
only their time at bat but the whole ballgame with the way they handled
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the F3R to W4 move. I can just hear the little old Jewish lady in West
Palm Beach calling her local cable system about a week after the
move to ask the cable company representative what happened to'Nine On New Jersey'; a WOR mainstay tot the folks around
Hoboken."l'm sorry Mam, but WOR is no longer being transmitted on our'cable satellite"' the cable lady will explain. "l know you miss your
favorite New York program, and if WOR ever returns to our 'cable
satellite', we will try to have it back on our cable system for you. But the
company that transmitted WOR on satellite made the decision to
leave the cable satellite, so you see there is nothing we can do here in
Pa lm  Beach . . .  " .

Eastern lost sight of a basic marketing tact. You never insult the
customer, and you never put the customer in a tight spot if you want to
keep him as a customer. Eastern did both of these things, and the
cable industry had to be insulted by such treatment. Again, pity. WOR
will be missed.

ATLANTA/OCTOBER 29, 30, 31
The next Rick and Gloria Schneringer STTI gathering, or SPTS, is

scheduled for Atlanta, Georgia on October 29, 30 and 31 . This will be
the first visit to the southeast for the traveling SPTS road show. Since
Atlanta is the home of so much of the satellite innovation these days, it
could afford an opportunity for SPTS delegates to visit some of the
hallmarks of the satellite world.

At this writing the Omaha SPACE gathering is still weeks away,
and the turn out and success 'marks' for this 'first trade association
show' have yet to be assessed. Working against the SPACE show,
however, has been the lack of a show-dedicated organizer (having a
committee prepare for a show is a great idea, but when the committee
is spread all over the continent, this makes fine tuning of important
details difficult), and, the fact that early August may not be an oppor-
tune time for the industry to meet.

lf there is a hump in the industry selling season, that hump comes
between now and the middle ot October. Anyone attending a trade
show in that period of time loses several days minimum, and it could
be a week or ten days. Losing that much time from selling and
installing may be more than a new dealer can stand. I know if my sales
were just starting to move, I'd have a hard time making an intelligent
decision.

The 'program' for the Atlanta SPTS is just now starting to shape up
and I exoect there will be some 'hard announcements' as to the
content immediately following the SPACE show. Schneringer is, I feel,
bending over backwards not to step on the toes of the SPACE gather-
ing, nor to detract from the attention it is getting, by making any of his
announcements prematurely. What I have heard tells me that the
Atlanta location was a happy coincidence of serving the southeastern
USA, plus putting it into a position where local, Atlanta based satellite
industry talent would find it useful to drop by and participate in the
program.

The time has come, I believe, when the programmers need to be
taking a more direct interest in the hardware, the systems and even
the viewers who make uo the orivate. home terminal marketolace.
They say, in the real estate market, that there are three factors
influencing the value of a piece of property. 'Location', and, 'location',
and . . . 'location'. So too are there three factors influencing the even-
tual decision of programmers that private home terminals (and
SMATV terminals) deserve some recognition. Those factors are'numbers', 'numbers', and 'numbers'. When there is a sufficient num-
ber of home terminals operating, when our 'universe' amounts to
something significant and our viewers count for dollars to be earned
(or lost), then programmers will begin to pay'positive'attention to us.
That day is on the horizon, in my view, and it can come none to soon.

The way that programmers 'court' the cable affiliates is just this
side of immoral. They wine then and dine then and cut deals to entice
the cable atfiliates to carry their services. Big dollars are spent annual-
ly to woo the cable affiliates to carry certain programming services.

Rick Schneringer's Atlanta SPTS may be a perfect opportunity to
present the programmers with our growth statistics and to start a
dialogue between hardware sellers/installers and programming firms.
It could be a very interesting few days and I for one look toruard to
seeing how it all develops.



THE 1,OOO (p tus)  PAGE,  g  POUND
HOME SATELLITE TERMINAL TEXTBOOK

EVERYTHING you will ever need to know about the home
satellite TVRO system. During the first two years of csb, every
topic from antenna measurements to LNA design was couereo
extensively. There are dozens of features on receiver design,
LNA installation and selection procedures, dozens more on how
the satellite system operates, and how it fails. lt's all here in the
new two'column csD ANTHoLoGy now avairabre for im-
mediate shipment!

TRACE the beginnings of the home TVRO industry, from the first
Taylor Howard and Robert coreman receiver oeJigns tnrlugn
today's ultra'modern, sophisticated consumer products. The
complex text of the originalArthur c. clarke,wirelessworld'
article, written in 1945 (!) describing how geo-stationary satel-
lites would be designed and function-. Follow the oevelop'n "nt otprogramming permission batiles, the start-up of spACE, and seehow one David Barker articre in the June 19go csD cnangJ tor
all time the mass production of TVRO receiversl

FROM sun noise outage to a rook at the first private terminal
receiver product ever offered for sare (1g7g!i; from the iirst
experiments by pioneer Oliver Swan leading up to the develop-
ment of the Spherical antenna design, to-the sleek, sophis-
ticated motor driven spaceage terminars of today. gvervining
that ever happened in this young, dynamic iniustry worth
reporting is covered in detail and depth in this 1,OOO (pfus) page'Textbook'!

NOW you can have the fuil first two years of CSD, a
textbook of the whole industry on your bookJhett. vear one 1t zrlg1es-) igjound tog_ether with a 16 page foreword Oy ;Coo-j, in
CSD ANTHOLOGY/O!!._ye3r two (the second 12 issues) is
bound together as csD ANTHoLoGi/Two. within the Uniieo
states, either year for $60 or both years for the combination price
of $100. Outside th^e USA, either year for $75, or Ootn i""r.together for$125 (US funds onry). put the industry,r nurnoo on"
textbook, CSD, on your bookshelf today with tnis special
collector's series of Anthologies.

ONLY 1,OOO SETS of this two year dual-volume
Anthology were printed. lf you tninf finding back
copies of the monthly csD is a difficurt chore, wait and
see how hard it is to pry somebody roose from their
CSD ANTHOLOGY after the present supply runs
out!-To Order your copy or copies, turn pag; over
and use order form there!
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SEND ME, free of charge, the latest STTI brochure describing
TVRO receivers and antennas I  can bui ld;  TVRO satel l i te aiming
(navigation) systems and techniques; TVRO system operational
programs.

COOP'S SATELLITE DICEST

FREE
STTI

BROCHURE.

COMPANY ( i f  appl icable)

ADDRESS

CITY STATE

Send request to: STTI, P.O. Box G, Arcadia, Ok' 73007
or cal l  405,396-2574

z tP

- E N T E R  M Y 1 2  M O N T H  S U B S C R I P T I O N  T O C S D / $ 5 0
in US funds enclosed ( for  USA, Canada,  Mexico only)
s tar t ing wi th  the very next  issue.

-E  NTER MY 1  2  MONTH SCRIPT ION TO CSD/  $75  i n  US

12MONTH
SUBSCRIPTION''; : I :" ": t1';; i.i lj,Tr'irxt ;:'"'.:Y lffJ u sA' c a n a d a' s A T E L L I T E D I G E s r

C O M P A N Y  ( i f  a p p l i c a b l e )

A D D R E S S

Z I P -  C O U N T R Y

S U B S C R I B E  T O  C S D  A T :  C S D ,  P .  O .  B o x  1 O O 8 5 8 ,  F o r t  L a u d e r d a l e ,  F l o r i d a  3 3 3 1 O

-H ERE lS MY ORDER for  the f  u  l l  two-year  CSD Anthology,
24  comp le te  i ssues  bound  in  two  vo lumes ,  more  than
1 ,000  pages  s t rong ;  cons i s t i ng  o f  Vo lume One  (Number
One) th  roug h and inc lud ing Volu me Two (N u mber Twelve) .
My  check  fo r  $100  enc losed .  (No te :  Ou ts ide  o f  USA,
s e n d  $  1 2 5  U S  f  u n d s . )

-H  ERE lS  MY ORDER f  o r  j us t  one  Vo lume One  (Oc tobe r
'1979 through September 1980)  of  the CSD Anthology;

24 rSSUE SET
CSD ANTHOLOGY

i nc lud ins  Coop 's  fo reward .  My  check  fo r  $60  enc losed .  1  979  I  1981  !(Note:  Outs ide of  USA, send $75 in  US funds.)
-HERE lS  MY ORDER fo r  j us t  Vo lume Two  (Oc tobe r

1 980 through September 1 981 )  o f  the CSD Anthology.
My check f  or  $60 enclosed.  (Note:  Outs ide of  USA, send
$7S in  US funds . )

N A M E

C O M  P A N Y  ( i f  a p p l i c a b l e )

A D D R E S S

STATE Z I P  C O U N T R YCITY

ORDER ANTHOLOGY FROM: CSD. P.  O.  Box 1 OO858,  For t  Laudordale,  FL 3331O



videophile Satellite Television
The possibil it ies of component audio come to satellite video.

Componen t  equ ipmen t  has  become
popular in the audio field for a lot of
reasons. One reason is that the com-
ponent philosophy allows a purist to up-
grade any piece of a system as technology
advances without having to replace the
entire system at once. This basic idea
has ushered in an era of specialty f irms
dedicated to advancing the art of a single
link in the chain. They succeed because
all of their efforts are focused on one
discipline, not thinly spread over an en-
tire system. EARTH TERMINALS" brings
this philosophy to satell i te television. We
concentrate on the single most important,
most diff icult element-the microwave
receiver. No other parl of the system
has such a dramatic eftect on picture
quality.

Quality You Can See
An EARTH TE R M I NALS receiver pro-

vides cleaner pictures with less granu-
larity. Truer colors that don't smear. Less
sparkling snow on weak programs. Com-
p le te  absence  o f  he r r i ngbones  and
waves .  Supe r imposed  l e t t e r i ng  t ha t
doesn't tear at the edges. In fact, you
haven't seen video this exciting unless
you've been in a television studio. lf you
own a quality video projector, you'l l  be
even more impressed.

Quality You Can Measure
Broadcast  engineers are impressed

with the accuracy of EARTH TERMT-
NALS receivers too. Our VITS Sin2 Pulse
and video SNR test results are incom-

parable; actually the equal of most com-
mercial grade receivers. We can also
handle tough signals l ike Reuters data
transmissions that give other receivers
fits. lt 's no wonder then, that after ex-
haustive testing, some cable companies
and  te lev i s i on  s ta t i ons  use  EARTH
TERMINALS rece i ve rs  as  t he i r  ma in
source of satellite program material. They
know value when they see it.

It's Easy To Live With
All this technical sophistication is really

qur te easy to get  a long wi th.  Precise
automatic fine tuning tunes every chan-
nel the same way every time. You don't
have to be an expert to get perfect

pictures. EARTH TERMINALS receivers
come with a remote control that selects
channe l s  i nd i v i dua l l y ,  ad jus t s  aud io
volume at your convenience, and auto-
matically signals the rest of your system
to supply the proper antenna polariza-
tion through an even/odd channel switch.
And it f i ts in the palm of your hand.

Tips On Value
There are plenty of satell i te receivers

that cost less than ours, but nearly all
of them need bigger antennas and more
exotic Low Noise Amplif iers fora picture
free of sparkling snow. lf you're on a
budget, you can save money in other
parts of the system by paying more for
our receiver and come out even. you get
high fidelity video in the bargain. lf you're
simply after the best picture money can
buy,  we can make i t  very af fordable.
Either way, give us a call or write us
for the details.

EARTH TERMINALS
Department 103
One Microwave Plaza
Cincinnati, Ohio 45242
513-489-6200

Untetouchcd Ofl-The-Al/ S/n pulse lest

EARTH TERMNAIS



SAT.TEC''R2B
Theleqder in low cost TVRO

Sat-tec
The name you know FIRST!

. FIRST Low Cost Receiver

. FIRST Volume Production
o FIRST With Off-Shelf Delivery
. FIRST To Ship the Innovative Divide

Bv 2 PLL
. FIRST With ChannelLock AFC

The Sat-tec R2B receiver is our latest full '
feature receiver, tailored to commercial
equipment specifications at a price you can
afford. the R2B's single board construction
eliminates problematic interconnections and

The R2B, the most highly integrated receiver on the market today!

innovative utilization of all components
results in a reliable and proven design.
Operation is simple-a single tuning knob
does it all, and our unique Channel-Lock
AFC keeps the tuning sharp and accurate.
A new feature is our variable audio tuning
to give you complete selection of all
subcarriers-without the use of additional
plug-ins or devices. This, together with the
R2B's fullfrequency coverage makes it truly
compatible with all domestic and inter-
national satellites.

For superior value as wellas lowest
system cost, the choice is but one-the
R2B!See your dealer today or write to us
direct.

Sot-tec Sysfems
div. Ramsey Electronics, Lnc.,2575 Baird Rd., Penfield, NY 14526, 716-586-3950

SPECIFICATIONS
Frequency range:

Audio range:

Threshold:

IF bandwidth:

3.6-4.3 GHZ tunable

5.2 7.6 MHZ tunable
8db CNR

30 MHz for tull fidelity video

LNA power: 15 volts regulated for up to 2 LNAs

Outputs: Standard one volt audio and video.
compatible with VCRs, monitors and modulators

Optionat BC-1 RF modulator kit, tunable channels
3-6 with sound




